ATTIC INSCRIPTIONS OF THE FIFTH CENTURY
THE ELEUSINIAN

MYSTERIES

1. Under this number are published four new fragments of the early Athenian
inscription which preserves certain regulations about the Eleusinian Mysteries (I.G.,
I2, 6). The new fragments are all small, but they contribute greatly to the better
understanding of the text in Face C of the original monument, and they give for
the first time parts at-least of Face D.
All fragments are corner fragments with-parts of the adjoining faces preserved,
but all are otherwise broken. Fragment a was found in Section HH on February 12,
1936, fragment b in Section HH on February 8, 1936, fragment c in Section II on
June 24, 1935, and fragment d in Section *0 on April 19, 1937. All are inscribed
stoichedon, with letters ca. 0.014 m. in height, and with horizontal units of 0.017 m.
and vertical units of 0.0175 m.
a: Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.076 m.; thickness, 0.028 m.
Inv. No. I 3322 b.
b: Height, 0.11 m.; width, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.055 m.
Inv. No. I 3322 a.
c: Height, 0.073 m.; w'idth, 0.103 m.; thickness, 0.05 m.
Inv. No. I 2907 a.
d: Height, 0.072 m.; width, 0.115 m.; thickness, 0.074 m.
Inv. No. I 2907 b.
The drawings published here have been taken from squeezes. They show the
relative disposition of the two faces on each fragment and give our readings of the
preserved letters.' For purposes of control we print here also photographs, or photographs of the squeezes, from which the drawings were made. Unfortunately it has
been impossible to secure adequate photographs of fragments a, b, and c at the present
time, and those originally sent from Athens were lost.
Fragment a was the first to be placed in its relation to the rest of the inscription.
Paul Clement observed that the letters on its narrow face fell in proper position for
the ends of lines -56-60 in I.G., I2, 6, Face B. In response to his inquiry about the
stone in London, C. M. Robertson very kindly communicatedthe information that a
horizontal equation between the three principal faces could be established by noting
1The drawings were made by A. E. Raubitschek.
Hesperia, XIV, 2
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that line 27 (A), line 73 (B), and line 118 (C) all lie at the same level. This meant
that the broad face of the new fragment fitted into the text of Face C of the London
fragment, where indeed a considerable area of the surface had been chipped away.
There has been no opportunity to try the stones for a join, but there can be no doubt
that a join would result if the stones could be juxtaposed, and the position of the
fragnmentmay be considered certain.
Robertson also sent from London excellent photographs of the three faces of the
stone in the British MIuseum,which are here published by the courtesy of the Trustees
of the Museum. It has long been a serious handicap to the many scholars who have
labored over this document that no good photographs have been available, and one
can now only lament the vast amount of fruitless speculation that might have been
avoided if better evidence had been sooner available.
Kirchhoff printed the majuscule text of the
three faces of this monument side by side,2 so that
they gave an appearance of line to line correspondence. 'This appearance is illusory, for the
arrangement in the old Corpus is solely one of conv*eniencein printing and has no relation to the
disposition of the stone.3 The text may well be
No. 1 Photographs of Fragment d
given, however, in such a way as to show the oneThe photographs are not on the same scale
to-one correspondence of the lines on the various
faces, and this mnethodof numbering the lines has been adopted below (pp. 77-80).
Any given line on one face has the same height on the stone as the line which bears
the same number on each of the other three faces. Lines of the inscription will be
referred to hereafter by the new numbering.
It was at once evident that no text could be reconstructed which utilized the
acceptedreadings of that part of Face C adjacent to the new fragment, so a new study
of C was undertaken with the aid of squeeze and photograph. The reading of this
stone is at best a baffling and discouraging business. Cronert had made progress in
the version which he published in 1908,' yet it must be admitted that he introduced
error into the tradition along with the good that he contributed and frequently rejected readings made from the stone by Hicks that were quite correct.5 The despair
felt by Novossadsky when he turned to the squeezes of the stone in London sent to
apparet tribus versibus plus quam
him by Stchukarev was vividly expressed: 6 --nunc habemus in initio inscriptionis olinmexstitisse, quos supplere sane lusus esset
2I.G., I, Suppl., p. 3.

3 A similar illusion is created by the way the text is published in Roberts-Gardner, An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy, II, pp. 3-4.
4 Gott. gel. Anz., 1908, p. 1021.
5 A Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptionts in the British Museum, I, no. 2.
6 Ath. Mitt., XIV, 1889, p. 412.
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ingenii, unde haud scio an nullum fructum notitia antiquitatis ferre possit; neque
minus in ceteris, cum ectypum perlustranti plures coniecturaein mentem niihi venirent,
a re parum utili abstinere potius statui. H. J. Rose was the first to publish the broad
faces of the stele (A and C) 7and he concluded his commentary upon them with a
note of resignation: Apographa laterum haud sine maximo labore et eo quidem nullum
fructum referente, addidi. Si quis melioribus oculis praeditus plura ex hoc marmore
eruere possit, me certe laudatorem minirne invidum habebit.
The text of the new fragment helps, of course, by indicating what to look for
in the continuation of its lines. In line 16
1\oxtov (Cr6nert's reading)8 becomes
[. . .cKO(ToV,
and is part of the word [hE]XaaKo0oV, while the letters after it are not
IN or IM (Cr6nert), but KA. In line 20 a&vE8oro
is clear, and may be so read in spite
of the fact that Cr6nert says the delta was surely an epsilon.9 In line 21 the first
letters of the large fragment in Face C are KA5;,rather than TE,, and they now
become part of the word KE'p[v] Kas.
These improvements had no sooner been made than the second new fragment
(b) also fell into place at the right edge of Face C. Its lateral face gave the first
sure text from the fourth side of the original pillar (D). The consecutive text, which
I consider certain,10may now be built up for lines 14-22 in Face C.

r.

odfo]

?o-[tl4Tvavras

15 Xos\ TOV
Xo aKOOrov

OEOLV[Evat
Ka

e he]
rXE\v

[ xtAXov 8p] axp

ov c7ro&8 r8v h [EX-aKoO-io]
XXA?v8paX4vr0 v

v

Ka

hL]EpEa

ravaXo6/ara [86vat KaO ] aLrJEp
Ka
TEoq aVE8oro0 E[ vi]u[oX8]as
\ KE'p [v] Ka Xau,8a3v[EV Trapa] ro ,
vrr [ o h] EKarro?

v

20

When Novossadsky published the small fragment which now heads the preserved part of Face C,"1he allowed two exceptions to the normal stoichedon order
of the inscription, writing hE [poba6v]r EV in line 9 and r[os 6oXE]L'oro-v in lines 10-11.
Kirchlioff corrected the irregularity of the extra letter in the restoration r [oso XE] it,oGraecae Vetustissin'iae (Cambridge, 1825), pp. 242-248 and Plate XXX.
The assumed possibility of restoring here [at] 8oXLovhas led to the addition of this word to
in our lexica should be deleted.
Greek lexicography. The entry SaJov'XLov
9 Op. cit., p. 1021. The letter was read as delta by Hicks. In line 17 Cr6nert read a tau in the
same letter space with the delta. Roberts-Gardner, op. cit., p. 6, have mistaken the letter space in
question and report: " The T is written as a correction over a A." This is surely not the case, and
I am inclined to doubt also Cr6nert's reading as well.
10Except possibly for the supplements in lines 14 and 15.
'1Ath. Mitt. XIV, 1889, pp. 410-412.
7Inscriptiones
8
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but he then had to write [rots o6X]aEt[ocrtv]in line 12
rtv by writing [oZgp,E]tiCocrwv2
instead of [trotspj ]E[oowv], so the irregularity was merely transferred from one spot
to another. The irregularity about the hierophantes has remained.
3
E?V
[hEKa6-To0.
In lines 8-9 Novossadsky printed: .... epa. [iapa' ? T-] ""av-ra
before
was
but
this
?),
8
in
line
hErpadv(
T]Ev
htE[poSabv]Tev8E 1ux[o-00'v].Hicks read
the discovery of the new fragment. Cr6nert's text gave . .XEv htEp---, and he says
of it: " das X unzweifelhaft." On the contrary, the letter which;Cr6nert read as X
need no longer be conis T, so the various attempts to restore some form of acbapXEv
f
[hEKac'r-o], as Novossadsky first
sidered. Lines 8-9 should be read [capap r] 8 ipv;rfo

suggested. This phrase ended its sentence, as it, did also at least twice elsewhere in
the text of Face C. The words which followed were re-v htp [Eav] rEvAE.LE [,rpog].
Only the vertical stroke of the second epsilon in AE4LE[-pof] is preserved, but it is
spaced properly for epsilon and not for iota. Furthermore, the reading of htEp[eav]
for htep[oxa]v]TEvremoves the irregularity of having to assume an extra letter
&EV
in the restoration. One notes that the particle &E'is omitted at the beginning of this
sentence. Such asyndeton also occurs elsewhere in this inscription, however, and it
offers no difficultyto the interpretation.'3 The readingof AE4LE[Tpos] for 8E r. [o-OSv]
merely confirms our lack of evidence about pay for the hierophantes. One can now
say that this line has nothing whatever to do either with pay (so defined) or with
the hierophantes."4
At this point in the study it became clear that another of the new fragments (c)
could also be definitely placed. It lies so close to Novossadsky's fragment that there
must be a join between them, though the test has not yet been made. This small
piece confirms the reading AELE[T]rpog and also shows that Novossadsky was right
in naming the Lesser Mysteries before the Greater. However, there is no need to
assume an epigraphical irregularity in the stoichedon order of lines 10-11, for the
reading should be r[o]Zg 0 [X]Eocrtv. Trhis small fragment carries a few letters belonging to Face D, but here (as in frag-ment b) the onlly significant letters seem to
refer to the Mystai or to the Mysteries. I have no restoration to offer.
I have been unable to follow in its entirety the history of the fragment published
by Novossadsky. It was purchased by Alexander Stchukarev from a- dealer in antiquities in Athens and taken by him to Berlin where it was shown to A. Kirchhoff,
who made a copy of the text.'5 Stchukarev, apparently, had already decided that the
I.G., I, Suppl., p. 133, followed also by Hiller in I.G., 12, 6.
Wilhelm cites numerous examples of such asyndeton in Attic texts in his Attische Urkunden
IV (pp. 14-15) in Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939, though the restoration which he sought to support in
I.G., J2, 45 by these references cannot be made; cf. Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 317-319.
14 Novossadsky (Ath. Mitt., XIV, 1889, pp. 411 412) commented upon his text as follows:
constitutum fuisse, ut hierophantae pro laboribus in initiando susceptis mercedem acciperent,
potuimus tantum suspicari, pro certo affirmare nullo antiquitatis indicio nitentes minime potuimus.
15 I.G., I, Suppl., p. 133.
12

13
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fragment belonged with Face C of the stone in London, and hiehad received-through
the kindness of Wolters-a squeeze from the British Museum which he also laid
before Kirchhoff, explaining his identification of the fragment, but confessing that
he couildnot fix its position.16 Kirchhoff examined the stone and the squeeze and
pointed out to Stchukarev the place to which the fragment should be assigned, giving
also the restoration of the text.
Stclitikarev soon left Berlin. He took the stone and his squeeze with him to
St. Petersburg, leaving a photograph with Kirchhoff, and afterwards he entrusted
the publicationof the fragment to NTovossadsky,"to whom he also suppliedhis squeeze
of the whole inscription from the British Museum.18 Novossadsky's publication appeared promptly, and was promptly criticized by Kirchhoff for not adhering to the
proper disposition of the letters in the stoichedon pattern. Kirchhoff's new publication, however, in J.G., I, Suppl., p. 133, was no improvement in this regard.
Novossadskly reported, as of 1889, that the stone was in Stchukarev's private
possession in St. Petersburg."9 I do not know its later history until 1935 when a
squeeze from it was made for me in the Epigraphical Museum at Athens, where it
bears the inventory number 576. A photograph of this squeeze is published here."0
Just as our new study of the text has eliminated mention of the hierophantes
from line 9, so also it eliminates mention of the hierokeryx from line 6. This restoration was first made by Kirchhoff, and has been generally followed by other editors
and commentators." It deserves the same degree of scepticism which Ziehen has,
recently urged for all the difficult passages of this inscription." The normal usage
'6I.G., I, Suppl., p. 133. Novossadsky (Ath. Mitt., XIV, 1889, p. 410) credits the identification
to Kirchhoff: A. Stchukarevio, viro antiquitatis studiosissimo, cum esset Athenis, venit forte in
manus fragmentum lapidis, quod cum Kirchhoffio Berolini ostendisset, agnovit vir doctissimus hunc
lapidem pertinere ad inscriptionem., quae in C.I.A. I primum obtinet locum.
17 The photograph ought to be in the archives of the Berlin Academy. Hiller makes no mention
of having used either squeeze or photograph in preparing his publication of I.G., 12, 6.
18 Ath. Mitt., XIV, 1889, p. 410.
19Ath. 7Mitt.,XIV, 1889, p. 410, note 1: Fragmentum quod edimus, apud A. Stchukarevium
Petropoli adservatur.
20 This low inventory number implies that the stone was in Athens during the early days of the
making of the inventory.
21 I.G., I, Suppl. I, p. 133; Roberts-Gardner, op. cit., p. 3; Ziehen, Leges Sacrae, II, 1, p. 12;
Dittenberger, Sylloge3 42; Michel, Recuteil,669. P. Foucart, Les Mysteres d'?Ieusis, p. 202, comments on the name: Les premieres lettres seules sont conservees, mais le nombre des caracteres
qui manquent et le contexte ne laissent aucun doute sur la restitution o lp[oOK?pVxA ta-VfrW vI WWforov
fqv.
IpI av [rap? [IKEKacrTov]
,34E[AtoVKaG-'
22 G3tt. gel. Anz., CXCVII, 1935, pp. 453-454: Fiir die ,u:ts; hat s. Zt. Pringsheim den Weg
gebahnt, indem er sie scharf von der TEXE-r' trennte und darauf hinwies, dass sie gar nicht zu der
eigentlichen Mysterienfeier geh6rte. Viel weiter ist die Forschung seitdem nicht gelangt, auch
Deubner nicht. Eine wichtige Vorbedingung dafiir ware, dass die alte Mysterienordnung IG 626
an den entscheidenden Stellen sicher gelesen und ergainztwiirde. Denn das ist sie noch keineswegs.
Ich fiirchte, dass man sich hier wie in anderen Fallen zu leicht mit den im Corpus oder anderen
Ausgaben gebotenen Erganzungen zufrieden gibt.
ov
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would be to have the infinitive Xa/4,6avEv(as in line 10). This necessitates, of course,
an accusative subject, probably with the particle &E. The restoration should be
o-lro [heKdoro]. The
lItE [poirotO 8E Xauja3vEv hE],uo8E[ Xov KaO' 4]Epav
[rapd r]
] 8
hieropoioi are known otherwise from the
fifth century, and are mentioned again
here in line 37. There is no other early
evidence for the hierokeryx. This inscription is definitely not evidence for
0
A
the title.
I note here that one other Eleui

g

sinian official, the 8&a8oivXo;,has also been

conjectured for these early lines. J. J.
E. Hondius has suggested the restoration [Evat 8a8oXo 6]],BoX[o'v rapa rToI
/LvoTro heKdaxo]o for lines 5-6.23 This has

the requisite number of letters to begin
at the left margin, but there is no good
reason to believe that to be desirable. An
unknown number of lines have been lost
above Face C and it is now impossible
to restore anything before 6,foX[4'v]
(part of the first omikron is visible) in

21

line 5.

Fragmentfrom Face C

Lines 5-14 now read as follows:

(Photograph from Squeeze)

5

[
[0

]

?-

3oX [owv rapa T]

/.LvcTTo hEKa'oT]o*

hLE[poroLos]

[8E Xau,qavEv hE]pto,8E[XLov Ka]
[0' E4IJEpav [7rapa r]o ,uv.Lro [heK]a6[o-]
[ro]-

10

re'v AEjLe[T]pog
,v[-TE]pLoV9 Tr[O]IS 6o

rEv hvE'p[eav]

[X]a,[,3]avEv
vrapd [To ,u]VoTO h[EK]acr

[X]E'oo-tv
[ro

02,80oXv Ka& [TroZ pjd]Et[ocnv]

[P]vcrEpiots
[ vc]7o

0[,f0oXov irapa rTo,]

hEK6u-ro

----KTA.

-

I have not been able to assign to fragment d a definite place in the inscription,
but it presents nonetheless an interesting epigraphical peculiarity which is worth

recording. The round letters on both its faces are perfect circles, made with the
23

Cf. S.E.G., III, 2.
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tubular drill.24 So are the rouindletters on all three faces of the stone in London,
except for the postscript of Face C. The round letters of the new Face D, however,
were made free-hand. The contrast can be seen in the photographs published here
of fragment b (p. 62, bottom). One must realize, therefore, that neither side of
fragment d was part of Face D of thieoriginal nmonutment.It must be placed on the
corner AB or BC, above the preserved fragment. I knowvof no way to determine
which of these two possible corners is to be preferred. but for the sake of convenience
in presenting the text I have chosen AD.
One of the most puzzling passages in Face C comes in lines 22-26. From photograph and squeeze I can-read only the followling:
.N
EKA:5TO.
E NON OE I E I C
* . . T E M ME EN
.LAAPL EN TO A(
OK E t Y K A S A EM k

25

Cronert has read more, and his readinigshave been used as the basis for the text
in I.G., I2 6.25 I can see nothing of ,< before TEM in line 24, and am inclined to
believe that the word may have been-E-r1E]rEjk,or perhaps ivoj]rEFU.In line 25 I read
from the photograplhthe initial letters AA, vith some feeling of confidence about
the delta.2 Unsatisfactory as it may seem, I prefer to give the text from line 20.
where probably a new sentence begins (with asyndeton), to line 26 with a minimum
of restoration:
Ka

?E[iv],[oXrti8]as9
%

KEp[vMg-

Xcaq8aJv[Ev Irapaj

vocr [o h ]EKa07o
i.r4oIEKvoc

.

25

[.

*5-

[oEV]jo

IEOEI

.8a

7r5 iu

[* ] v[ .......*

0 TEL

[........

O,E'XEt3

v[at

...6.I..

gXAEvro a+' [E`Ttag

-v]

KrX.

The next lines deal with -the right of the Kerykes and Eumolpidai to perform
the ceremonlies of the tkVuqGsv.Both geuie were so privileged, and I restore as follows:
24 This was called to my attention by Raubitschek, who plans soon to publish the results of
his studies on the mechanical engraving of circular letters.
25
Gott.gel. Az., 1908, p. 1021.
26
Cr6nert, loc. cit., read here a nu.
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KE'pVKas 8E kv[Ezv Ta v]
[o ] Sp VOTLas

[Xvt8] as

a
30

hEKa(TTOV

Kma'

7av1a *

[Kact

Evtpo]

W 8E
e [av

Kar]

'TXE'OOs
EVOV-'VEO-Oa[c XXiaaL]

[c] 8pa[X]1p_E(oLWEIV- 8E [hot av hE,8]
3o-r KEpV'KOV Kat Ev3[Pox78oTv].

This passage has been the subject of much debate. Wilhelm proposed for lines
26-28: KE'PVKag 8& V[I'EVTr9 EOSEh]vo-raTagh[EK] ao-rov [Xop\s0, hawavr] ag Kaa ra [vr] a.27
More has now been read than Wilhelmndeciphered froin the squeeze which he consulted in the files of the German Archaeological Institute in Athens, but there is no
letter which I have given above that does not confirm Wilhelm's reading. We differ
only in the matter of restoration. In lines 30-31 Wilhelm noted that the text, which
he reproducedas [v]Eiv8`E'd [vat roZ3i ooc: [KE] pvKOV Kai Ev [poXinv?], gave to both
gene the right which lines 26-28 seemed to reserve only to the Kerykes, but he made
nioattempt to solve the dilemma.2"Cr6nert's attempt to read more of the text in these
lines led to the introduction of further complication. He read EB where I now restore
IA of [EvlLoXx28]ag,and he read ASI instead of OSI at the beginning of line 31. I can
see nothing of EE, and I believe that these letters are entirely imaginary. The old
reading OSI is correct, and must be retained in line 31. These are the letters still
visible, and I should insist on the 0 in spite of Cr6nert's assurance (loc. cit., p. 1021)
"nicht OS, sondern AS," and his further comment (loc. cit., p. 1023) " 26 kann pwv&
8' et [vat roZ3] o0-LKepVKovnicht gelesen werden, da deutlich AS I auf dem Stein steht."
The restoration to which Cr6nert objected is incorrect, but it should be abandoned
because it is barbarous Greek, not because it fails to match the preserved traces on
the stone. I suggest in its place puvfv8E [hot av hEfl]3o- KEPVKOV KaLLEv'[poXn8vo-v].
The privilege of conducting the o-quvg was enjoyed by all who were of age in the
gene of the Kerykes and Eumolpidai. One is reminded of the stipulation as to who
of the Chalcideanswere to swear the oath to Athens in 446/5 (I.G., 12, 39, lines 3233): opo-uat 8E XaXKL8E'OV
T09 hEJ38vTaghaqravTag. This later text gives some support
to our present restoration.29
Hermes, XXXVIII, 1903, pp. 154-155.
loc. cit., p. 155: Ich werfe die Frage auf, ohne sie zu verfolgen. Ziehen, Leges
16, approves Wilhelm's restoration but notes the same dilemma: Deinde v. 20-25
p.
1,
II,
Sacrae,
[I assume that Ziehen means 22-25, given above as 26-30] Wilhelm solito acumine summaque cum
probabilitate restituit; mirum autem est hoc loco solos Ceryces commemorari, nam minime penes
hanc unam gentem potestas initiandi fuit, immo sequentibus verbis diserte praecipitur /4v]v 8'
'[vat 7oZg] -o- [KE]pV'Kov [Kat] Et[toX=r86v], si modo haec recte ita Dittenb. supplevit.
8' Ev [roZs 80']Waat KEpVKOV Kac Evt[[toX7rt8&vj
29 It is no longer necessary to discuss Bannier's In&v
8' iv[at
KEpV'KOV
'npdraac
(Rh. Mus., 1928, p. 266), or Kirchner's suggestion in IC., 12, 6: Xuvav
xas Ev'[LtoAxrt8v]. Pierre Roussel in B.C>.H., LIV, 1930, quotes Kirchner's reading of [XovZ'[nr]aa.
This and Bannier's [8o'tlamt have both been criticized by Ziehen in G8tt. gel. Auz., CXCVII, 1935,
p. 454. The restoration, of course, does not have to be [hef.3]8cr; one might think of [7rap]&ac
(which would seem to me obscure) or, for example, of L0-c]ont(introducing an element of choice).
27

28 Wilhelm,
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Cr6nert's reading of ER:in line 28 has led to various ingenious but improbable
suggestions.30 The fact is that there is nothing there on the stone, and hence no reason
to refrain from restoring [E4owXiT8]ag, which is demanded by the sense and which
alone can resolve the dilemmanoted above between lines 26-28 and 30-31." It removes
the very troublesome inconsistency which Ziehen 82 has only recently again insisted
should be removed before further progress can be made in the understanding of the
document.
Line 32 begins a new sentence dealing with the sacred moneys of Demeter and
Kore. Years ago there was considerable speculation about the place on the Acropolis
where they were to be stewarded, particularly with reference to the apxatosg VELs of
Athena. Roberts-Gardner, in their version prepared for publication in 1905,33gave
the generally acceptedtext: [2 ] o 8EhtEp8apyVpt'[o0-i ,.EV E(KTOV I 0 ] EO [ avpov yEVPO] EV[ ov
rcquei | E] o-Oat[ev ]EPL/31
6Xo [t TC VO 6o]ev T3
[ s apXatvoVE] " 3 ITXEL.
'AOEvaia
an
in
appendix (p. 535) the
and
recorded
however,
stone,
They had access to the
difficulties of this restoration: " The restoration here given, which is generally accepted, is inconsistent with the traces of letters on the stone. The first letter of 1. 31
is F, and the first letter of 1. 32 is T [our lines 35 and 36] ; and there are traces in

It follows that the topographical
1. 30 [our line 34] inconsistentwith rEpE/,3]06XCA[r.
reference in Ev To-1 IEpL/360oTXp vootOEv (sic)

Tov) TTr7s'A`O'?vatag
apxatov

vECx E/L 2TOAXEC

must be given up, as all the essential words in it pro-veto be erroneous."
The epigraphical difficulties were thus in large measure solved and their correction published almost twenty years before the Kirchner-Hiller text appeared in
I.G., 12, 6, where the restoration was given with the addition of new readings made
'AEEv[a4e
by Cr6nert in 1908, as follows: ro 8E hLEpoa'pyvp [o ro -pro]v sEo a[re]Evat
The
av7rav To Xo[Crov o& ]O1Ev TO^ TE AOEva a [s a3pXa<Go ij E 4 roTXEL.
KEL o-O
Kai
EV
[6'ino-0
to
]
[voro
had
that
notes
preferred
]EV.
Doerpfeld
conmmentary(ibid., p. 6)
30Kirchner (in I.G., 12, 6) restored h'aCTOV [Xop't a&'c]r[ws. Bannier (loc. cit.) gave [ras
h]E'/3as. Again Ziehen, Gott. gel. Anz., CXCVII, 1935, p. 454, note 1, expressed dissent: Auch Z.

110 [our C 28] fiihrt die neue Lesung Cr6nerts BAt zu bisher ungel6sten Schwierigkeiten. Denn
die Erganzung, die Bannier a.a.O. vorschlagt: ra' hE'i/as KaTa Tavra ist nicht nur deshalb bedenklich,
weil nicht einzusehen ist, warum "die Personen im Jiinglingsalter " besonders angefiihrt werden,
sondern schon wegen des Wortes 'l3asgsehr unwahrscheinlich. Ich habe gedacht, ob nicht R auf dem
Stein steht und dann entweder hErrE']pasoder hE']pas ergiinzt werden k6nnte. Cf. also Roussel,
B.C.H., LIV, 1930, p. 56, note 3.
31 Roussel (B.C.H., 1930, p. 53) again refers to this dilemma in the old version of the text:
Entre ces deux passages, l'accord n'est pas complet puisque le premier parait reserver aux Kerykes
un privilege que le second etend aux Eumolpides.
32Gbtt. gel. Anz., CXCVII, 1935, p. 454: "Wenn D. [Deubner] gegen dies Bedenken, das
ich schon in meinem Leges Sacrae p. 16 geltend machte [see note 26], einwendet, dass der Zusammenhang nicht klar sei, so ist das gewiss richtig, aber doch nur ein Grund mehr, eben diesen
Zusammenhang erst sicher aufzudecken, ehe man mit den vorgeschlagenen Erganzungen operiert."
The comment of Deubner to which Ziehen refers is in Attische Feste, p. 71, note 8.
33 An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy, II, p. 4.
34 I have transcribed the text in epigraphic Greek, and corrected VOTOOV to vOTO'Ev.
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Cr6nert's reading of line 33 as . E KA. .ENAIAOEN--- lends great apparent
plausibility to the restoration ECTKa [ ] Evat 'AOE'v[a4E]E. However, I question whether
the reading can be correct. I have examined squeeze and photograph diligently, with
the result that I am sure of E in place of Cr6nert's V [- kappa]. The letter following kappa seems to have been roughly triangular in shape, and mu seems to me
as good a possibility as alpha. The rest of the letters, down to EN at the end, I cannot
see at all. Soon after the publication of Hiller's Corpus, J. M. Paton published in
The'Erechtheurm(1927), pp. 450-451 the results of observations made by him and
B. H. Hill on the beginnings of lines 35 and 36.3aHe was able to report as follows:
"Near the end (11. 115 if.)36there is a provision for the disposition of the sacred
funds, which were apparently to be brought to Athens and deposited on the Acropolis
(E4LIrTa6). As commonly restored this place was described in 11.117-119 [our lines
uLWIOXEt. But this
34-36] as 6'to-jOjEv (or vo0o-10]Ev) ro- rE' 'AOEvata[s a'pXato VIE]o
the first letters
of
stone
on
the
traces
the
with
be
reconciled
cannot
restoration
(restored as 0 and E) of lines 118 and 1.19 [our 35 and 36]. In line 118 there is no
sign of a 0, though the right side of the circle should have been visible, and near the
top of the line is a small , which can hardly be anything else than the right upper
corner of r." In line 119 what remains in the break at the margin is F, but the surface
on the right below is well preserved and there is certainly no trace of the two lower
horizontal bars of the E. The fragmentary letter was surely T, as stated in RobertsGardner, op. cit., p. 534 [the correct reference is p. 535], and the first words of the
line were so- e,u IToXE. Since the number of letters in each line (23) is clear from
other passages in the inscription, the restoration dpXaco VEO[Sc. vEo] becomes impossible, and the place of the deposit remains conjectural.'
There is a curious and unhappy error in Paton's assumption that RobertsGardner read the initial letter in line 35 as part of gamma. rfheir printed report,
indeed, giv&sr, but it is. obvious that the printer used this symbol by mistake for the
epigraphic r' with which he was presumably less familiar. Nobody has ever read
this initial letter as gamma.
Rejecting much that depends on Cr6nert in line 33, and which I consider not
reliable, I propose the followvingtext of these lines:
35 Op. cit., p. 450, note 4: " In September, 1923, J. M. Paton and B. H. Hill were enabled
by the courtesy of -Mr. A. H. Smith to examine the stone again with the results. noted in the text,
and these results were confirmed in a second examination by Hill in 1925."
36 Our C 32 ff.
37 In his footnote 1 on p. 451, indicated here where we have numbered this note 37, Paton
adds: "If the letter were A (Gamma), as suggested in Roberts-Gardner, op. cit., p. 534 [the
correct reference is p. 535], the angle would be acute and there should be some remains of the
right hasta lower down where the surface is fairly well preserved." Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, in
Der Glaube der Hellenen, II, p. 55, note 2, credits the Americans with finding the correct reading
at the beginning of line 36 (he should have credited Roberts-Gardner), but he failed to take advantage of the new reading in, line 35, which shows that his suggested KioGat lraLv7ravI ToXo[\7rov
r6
'7ro'XEtis impossible.
V TO TES 'AOEvat'a[s[ 0Eo-avpl TO
....
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res &iap]

htEpo apyvpi[o

IxEs

E'l- [To'AEt

E'Xo-]Ev[at
E-"TtEAX]

[E] o-Oat wav6av ro Xo [ rTO'V KaOdc]
Tep rO rTE AOEvat'[a apyvpto]

35

r60^

,'

\Et
ITOXEL.
KTO.

EJl

KrX

?

It is of additional interest to note that the third letter of line 35 is quite certainly
rho. This makes the restoration [KaOd]1Ep almost inevitable and in a measure confirms the preceding ro Xo[twO6v],,which exactly fills out the line. Evidently the verb

to be supplied must govern genitives, so I have restored It/1E'XEo-Octat in lines 33-34.
The provision specifies merely that the sacred money from the acbTapXq shall in the
future be cared for on the Acropolis just as the money of Athena is cared for on
the Acropolis. Nothing is said of the precise place of deposit, and since 1905 there
has been no excuse for anyone to propose readings about an apxatog vE6sQ 8
The next paragraph specifies that the hieropoioi shall steward the money of the
goddesses on the Acropolis. This is a general provision which I believe was applicable
down to sonmedate near the middle of the Fifth Century. At that time the care of
the Eleusinian moneys on the Acropolis was entrusted to a board of epistatai, of whom
we have first mention in a decree from Eleusis published by Kourouniotis in 'EXEVoLtvtaKac (1932), p. 177. The significant lines of the new decree (9-12) read, according
to Kouro-uniotis:

o
hot E'wTOtS

roVro [sj

8E

Evbto-[ra] vat

E'pY[ot]s

lTo[X]Et

rots rotV 0 [E] OZ,
Tot VEot Kat aT
Tob [y]aXaTt.39

[T] o$s
xptxEliaot

E7T[E]o-r[a]ro[v]

KaOa'7TEp

It is

the epistatai, rather than the hieropoioi, who appear as handling the funds later in
the century,40but here the text should probably read:
?
37

___-riO

E

ap[3yvptOV to]

s htEpoi7ot0s r[?o] ro[iv
7o'XEt TcauLEvIEcaa

[ p]

[t

OEOICV
e]
--

-

KrX.

-]

The next clause is again obscure. I believe that it deals in some way with an
and that the orphans are to have an exemption. Hence I restore:
a&Tapx,4
---~~

p
[o]

40

8'

[arap]xEV

--

avat?E'r]
E'V sot

ho h]

h[tEpOt

[E]180[v rX]Ev rdv [o]ppavov

.

].. . .

38 The sacred money from the a4rapX' appears near the end of the century in another epigraphical
record from Eleusis. The first item in the reports of the epistatai published now as I.G., I2, 313

and 314 is listed as

E'o'XAE

aJrapXy

XHAAAFFIII.

89 Cf. also Gnomnon, IX, pp. 428 ff.; Picard, C. R. Acad. Inscr., 1933, pp. 8 ff.; Vallois, Rev.
S2t. Anc., XXXV, pp. 195 if.; Tod, J.H.S., 1935, p. 180; Accame, Riv. di Fil., 1935, pp. 486 if.;
Raubitschek, Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 15-16.
'EXEvoiV.
take over funds from the htEporotot
40 Cf. I.G., 12, 311, in which the EIrto-TaTat 'EAEvtvGvvOev
The term of office of tlhe epistatai seems to have extended over the four years of the Panathenaic
interval in 422-418, whereas the epistatai held an annual office near the middle of the century
('EkEVatVmaKa, 1932, p. 177, line 16: aPXEV SE EW Evtavo [v]I).
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The H seems to me possible at the end of line 39, and the sanctuary, rather than
the temiple (what temple ?), seems a satisfactory place for making the dedication.4"
were presumably the usual dvaOiq'para,and mention is made of them,
These avrapXat
or of others like them, in Face B, line 2, and, indirectly, in the verb avar [Ge'vaf],
or avari[6)E-tacu], in Face A, lines 14-1542 I have thought also that I have seen part
of a round letter after the g in line 40. This is uncertain, but I record it because the
observation first led me to question the accepted restoration 8[X6aITTJEv. The appearance of what I conceive to be a possible restoration [ho't a'v hE/31 o-Lin lines
30-31 has made [1oo hE]/30 [v1 seem more reasonable here. The text is uncertain
but-I assume that a man who had come of age and wished to be initiated had to make
an offering in the sanctuary, presumably of some value, and that orphans because of
their privileged status as wards of the state were exempt from this expense. They
were not, however, exempt from the sacrifice which every vo-rrq had to perform,43
and for this I believe their obligation is set forth in lines 40-42:
[

41 [e]

a1

6vEV

rosg `pkavD

[vT]uag

irat[8a[ Kat roSj

hE'Kao-ro-

KTA.--

The letters PAI after opavowg are all in part legible in line 41. Sacrifice and the
offering of prayers were included in the ceremony of ,uvo-tg, and here the necessity
The meaning
for each candidate to participate separately is emphasized by hEKacrTojL.
"
is not merely that each one shall sacrifice" but rather that "they shall sacrifice,
each separately." " The place of the pv'no-9 'Waseither Athens or Eleusis, and the
text of lines 42-46 should be restored as follows:

8&]
?y4vea-Oat
pvo
[VOZt' P
[rj~~~~~
as ~~~icrrct~~~~~~~~
[Tog
o,uag r~~~~
0Es[vt,v]
ro. 'EXE
[PI

45

EV0S

EV TEL avAet

9tO
LEVTOs
8E Ev aOcTEL [ VO,iEVO

h]

[tJEpO ro
rrt 'EXEvo-vtOt [vvacat].

It is epigraphically desirable that the sentence should begin with the letter mu
(or possibly beta or pi or phi), because the previous sentence ended with hEKau-ro1,.
The lower tip of a stroke was here read by Hicks, and I judge from the photograph
41 Cronert, G8tt. gel. An2., 1908, p. 1021, first read final nu' in line 39, remarking: IN wahrscheinlicher als IH. Hicks had read only a vertical stroke. It may he seen in the photograph.
42
The reading at the end of A 14 is clearly OKEIANATI[.]. Crdnert, op cit. p. 1020,read
remarking that the reading of Hicks, -- KANAEP[.] is incorrect.
KN[.A
OKEIANM
43 Aristophanes, Peace, lines 374-375: s xotp't'v /Aotvuv 8aLEUOV T SELS paX[a& -et
yap
/_rkv0at
iAe rrptv T-OvKEVa. Cf. Ronssel, B.C.H., LIV, 1930 p. 56. See also H. G. Pringsheim, Archiologische
Beitrige zur Geschichte des eleusinischenKutlts, p. 24.
44The meaningof h&Kao-rop. here is the same as that of hexcaurovin line 27.
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that it may form part of mu rather better than of epsilon, as the restoration is given
rj s
in I.G., I2, 6. This restoration is extraordinary: hEKdcrro (.E[vo
(o-a)yEv
,uvcrraczetc. Even if one assumes that the initial sigma of -vvatyEvwas omitted because
before it, the word is still too long for the space it occupies.
of the final sigma of 1EV0'?g

Epigraphically incorrect, the text gives also a surprising bit of misinformation, that
the mystai being put through the ritual at Eleusis were to be assembled each month
in the court of the sanctuary, and those at Athens in the Eleusinion. But there could
have been no mass ritual. The individual character of the services was stressed in
line 42, and in lines 26-30 the Kerykes and Eumolpidai were made liable to heavy
fines if they performed the 1zVp-q09 Kacra vrXfOog. Furthermore, even on the most
generous interpretation of this text one notes the serious omission of any definition
of time within the month for the assembly or any specificationof who was to supervise
the assembling. Deubner (A ttische Fcste, p. 78) draws the conclusion which I believe
everyone would draw from I.G., 12, 6, and which I believe to be quite wrong, when
he writes: Die Einweihting konnte im Anfang des fiinften Jahrhunderts v. Chr.
allmonatlich vorgenommen werden, und zwar entweder in der av'X'des eleusinischen
Heiligtumes oder im staidtischenEleusinion.45
was
Rather, there was no convocation. There was no definition of time. Mvt-ro-tq
an individual affair. And anyone who w-ishedto present himself could appear either
in the court of the sanctuary at Eleusis or in the Eleusinion in Athens. I have taken
rTEt avtEt [Evragr ht]Epo in
the restoration of Roberts-Gardner and of Cr6nert 46
r- t]EpO
(I.G., 12,6) because
preference to that of Leonardos 'v rE^ a' Xt [,rE7pO
I believe that hlEpo ought to have the rough breathing, and because I believe that the
must be considered a part of the sanctuary.47
avAX4
Lines 46-50 were an appendix, cut non-stoichedon and in a different hand from
the lines above. The rough breathing was not used, and omikron was cut free-hand.
I have no new readings to offer,48so give the text (after Foucart) as it appears in
I.G., 12 6, noting merely that t(o-00vat the end of line 48 has now lost the support
of pt [o-00v] once thought to be in line 9, and that [r] ov GEOvat the beginning of line
48 is probably a simple error for ro& OEOWv.
P. Roussel, B.C.H., LIV, 1930, pp. 56-57, taking into consideration the text of I.G., 12, 6,
as well as other evidence, considers it proved that there was a unyt', valid for a group of persons
or even for an individual. I would contest the evidence that uv'yrt was " valable pour un groupe
de personnes," and emphasize the individual character of pyn', which appears in this inscription,
as well as in the passage from the Peace of Aristophanes and from the later inscriptions cited by
Roussel.
Cr6nert,
46 Roberts-Gardner, Greek Epigraphy, lI, p. 6, suggest E0TOS (or Evro0) rov ltcpo.
Gott. gel. Anz., 1908, p. 1023, has EvrTEavXEt [EYToS ro h]iEp6?.
where the
roDLEP vOv Ev'EXEvO-Zvt,
7 In I.G., 112, 847, line 54, occurs the phrase [Evret avl]XTEpt
meant.
is
same
the
place
restoration is certain and where obviously
48 Except [X]av/3a'vEv
in place of [XAlac4avEvin line 49.
45
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,LVE2TTO EIMum
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GEotl'V. 1

The text of Face B can be given with no major change. The new fragment d
has been placed at the head of the text, separated fro'm the lower fragment by an
indeterminate, though probably not large, lacuna, and the ends of lines 18-22 have
been supplied from the new fragment a. It has come to be accepted that the letter
at the end of line 32 should be restored as iota, giving the text as it appears in I.G..
rot htEpot Kat
Ef Tf&to
XOXEaOtvho H av xpovTa
12, 6, lines 67-76: =4 Of a-Tova4 EWtvatL
1TOAXeo-tv.
Dittenberger, ylloge', 42 (p. 48, note 10)
EKEl EVr Etotv aVlE0t
'A6Evat'OtOv
attempts to justify the masculine relative h1o[t] as referring to the feminine woXEU-:
"Pronomen ot ad 1ToXEtsrelatum,nut intellegatur de civibus, multis similibus exemplis
defenditur." This was Boeckh's belief, and the relative ho[L[ has been generally
retained until the present time.4" This is awkward, for the relative to depend on
A. Boeckh, C.I.G.. T, 71 (commentary on p. 109) cites Herodotus, VII,- 8
7vpU Tawr

AGti'as
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1o0XEsought in Athenian epigraphy o-f the Fifth Century to be feminine. The correct
restoration is ho [s'g],initiating a clause of purpose: ho [3] a?vxpo1vTat TOlt htEpOt.50 The

fact that the cities are not more closely defined is of no consequence, for everyone
knew what was meant by the phrase E'v TEoW-t IToXEO-u. These were the Greek cities
which were included in the range of participation in the Eleusinian mysteries according to the oracle at Delphi. The Athenian decree about the accapXat at Eleusis
'
has the significant provision (I.G., 12, 76, lines 24-26): KEXEVETO8E hKo '1hoEpohE'a&rE
KaL TE
Ka-' Td 1aTpLa
hE'XXEvacsTo Kapo7r
Kai [6] & Xl80yS
/VoTEtEpiotS3 a&racpXEC-Oat T
ZLct'VEW TEl 'y AEXboi'v. This referred to the cities of the Empire, but the announcement was to be made also (lines 30-31) TrE-t a'XXEo-C'TOEO-Wl [T] e [o-tlhE [X] XEVLKE-tV
In the fourth centurv the Aitolian League broke the sacred truce by
aTarwEO-C.

arresting the

uoiv&O+bpot.

Of immediate interest is the specific mention of this part

of the Greek world."1 Aischines (II, 133) reported that of all the Greeks only the
Phokians did not agree to the truce when the imov8o+obpoccame to them. A new text
from the Athenian Agora (Tnv. No. 1 5733), to be dated in the fourth century,
'raXAE1
zs t [vo-rT-pt&t' ca rov8a\s ---]
records provisions for announcing e 'ds
- - -], and the conclusive evidence that these were
ro [v 'AiroAXXvow
iav'Etav
KaTa7Tr)v
the same oroAa'& as those mentioned here on Face B is that the new text from the
Agora actually quotes part of I.G., 12, 6. The lines given below as B 13 ff. appear,
were to be
in part, in Agora Inv. No. I 5733*52 It is enough to note that the aoi'ai
announced es -ias' IT6XE', with no more definition of which the cities were than one
finds in B 31-32.
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1roaEcta; and Odyssey,
ELUL To0rapc7av
But no example here has 7ro,Eg as its

antecedent. Boeckh (op. cit., p. 890) thinks that TOV-TOtl cannot be supplied as an understood anteTOt ante o' suppleri.
cedent of ho[']: Ceterum o' ibi ad T-jyt 7-o'XEot referri certum mihi videtur:
ex meo quidem Graecitatis sensu nequit. Hicks (The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in
the British Museum, I, pi. 7) supplies TOV'TOtSas antecedent for ho[tE].
-50For hog alvto express purpose, see (e. g.) I.G., 12, 56, line 8; 77, line 10; 81, lines 9-10.
51 Schweigert, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 5-12, published the text of a decree of protest on the
part of the Athenians.
52 This text is being studied by Eugene Schweigert, who has called these facts to my attention.
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The text of Face A is the most difficult of all to read. I add only parts of three
lines from fragment d which mav belong to it, and repeat the text of I.G., 12, 6 (based
on Cr6nert) with one or two corrections about which I feel some confidence. It is
impossible for me to feel confidence about all the readings, even as corrected.
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NOTES ON FACE A

Line 11: The letters TE5TO?I seem to me possible.
Line 12: I cannot read final MO.
Lines 14-15: ANATI is, I think, sound. Cr6nert read ANA5K, commenting
that Hicks' ANAEF, preceded by K, is incorrect.
Line 15: There is an alpha before the punctuation.
Line 24: I see nothing in this line except the two final letters, which look to
me like 1O.
Line 25: I read the E of ME.
Line 26: Cr6nert read OO
tOA v I.5G .
Line 27: One might perhaps read AIA in place of P1/A.
Line 31: I read P 0.
Line 32: It seems to me that 5ETAIPA5LAM is a possible reading.
Line 34: The reading [h] t [E] pot is quite certain.
Line 37: The first visible letter was iota, rather than alpha.
Line 38: 6otXWas restored in I.G.,,12 6 is too long by one letter. An imperative
is needed, like the forms XpEOo above. The verb &0ro has the four letters required,
and I assume that [17XE]6-Trovis the object of it. At the end of the line there is no
sign of a letter in the last space. It may have been uninscribed.
Line 40: The final letters are clearly AM?I, so Kirchner's conjecture a4[-,/ETEr-Et ?], or some form- thereof, is confirnmed.
Line 41: Whatever the restoration which precedes, the reading seems to me
to be E KXEOEvat. But the accepted E1XEO0Evac
may be correct.
Line 42: I have thought that the final letters might be [I]Al A[ N.]1.
Line 46: I can see nothing of the final r[t] g. Ifiller's notes give for lines
)VE1I7TO[tEt TO,4UvE] OE'vta.
46-48 a tentative: Eav rE7[t]
[apXEv 'Exov] EL7TXoPtX
Line 51: The stoichedon order requires o-iovoXo, rather than [xl]o-VvoXov. The
only other place in the inscription where a word is preserved, even in part, which
can show the habit of the stonecutters in the use of initial xo or C- is ait C 14, and.
here the spelling is o-[v'i4racra ].
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The small fragments here added to the stele come from the top, or near the top,
of the piece preserved in London. The large block was evidently trimmed down in
some post-Classical era, and whoever did the work knocked off smaller chips which
fell to the ground, and in which he had no fiurther interest. Undoubtedly this workman intended to use the larger block, which he may have taken to his house or to
some other destination at a distance from its original place of discovery. The important observation is that Chandler's record of having seen the large block in the
courtyard of a Greek home near the Theseum proves nothing very definite about the
the original pillar stood in antiquity.53
the Eleusinion-where
spot-undoubtedly
But the place of discovery of the new group of four tiny fragments is of much
greater significance. These discarded and valueless chips mark the spot where the
original monument was trimmed down, and hence with some probability the spot also
where it originally stood.
Two of the fragments were found in Section HH, one in 00, and one in II.
(for three
These points define the area, probably south of the Church of Christ
fragments were found south and one north of the church, and the ground slopes
downhill toward the north), along the modern o og BovXEvn7gpiov. This is the area
already marked by other evidence for the Eleusinion, and the fragments here published confirm the identification of the site.55
53Richard Chandler,Inscriptiones A.tiquae, pleraeqe nonduin editae, in Asia Minori et Graecia,
praesertim Athenis, collectae (Oxford, 1774), p. xxv: In atrio domus Graeci cujusdam, Templum
Thesei versus, exstat ingens tabula marmrorea,duobus lateribus et parte, qua crassa est, inscriptis.
Hanc tantummodo partem legere potui, quod pigebat. By " Templum Thesei" Chandler meant the
building we now know to be the Hephaisteion. Cf. Dinsmoor, Hesperia, Supplement V. It may
be noted, however, that this inscription was the first he saw after he left the Acropolis for the
lower city. Chandler's text of Face B is no. XXVI; the ntnibers immediately preceding were on
the Acropolis. The place of discovery of Novossadsky's fragment is not known. It was bought
from a dealer.
54 The site of the church is marked on Plate VI in E. Curtius, Stadtgeschichte von Athen.
55 See T. L. Shear, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 207-211; Pritchett, Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 101,
105-107; Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 258; Broneer, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 250-274, especially
notes 4 and 52.
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ATHENS AND ERYTHRAI
2. Two pieces of Pentelic marble, which belong with the decrees concerning
Erythrai now represented by I.G., I2, 10-13. The larger fragment (a) was found
on January 26, 1937, in the wall of a cesspool in Section AA. Its left side and roughpicked back are preserved; the face has been much blackened and eaten by acid. The
smaller fragment (b) was found on April 11, 1939, in the northeast corner of Section
BB. It is broken on all sides, but part of the rough-picked back may be preserved.
a: Height, 0.36 m.; width, 0.205 m.; thickness, 0.093 m.
Height of letters, 0.011 m.
Inv. No. I 5172.
b: Height of face, 0.065 m.; width of face, 0.057 m.; thickness.,0.105 ni.
Height of letters, 0.011 m.
Inv. No. I 5172b.
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The writing is stoichedon of the mid fifth century, with a
square chequer pattern in which the horizontal and vertical units
both measure ca. 0.018 m.56 Another small fragment from the
Epigraphical Mluseum (E.M. 5192) with the same measure..
f
^~~~~i
ments is here associated with these new pieces (lines 21-24)
though no join is known.57 It may be that fragment a belongs
close beneath the lost stele published as I.G., 12, 10. In spite
of apparent differences in thickness the possibility of uniting
!~~~~~~4
these new fragments and I.G., 12, 10-13 into one document
ought to be further considered when the stones can all be
No. 2: Fragment c
studied together in Athens. One wonders whether the thick(E.M. 5192)
nesses as reported are all original, and it is a striking fact that
I.G., P2, 10 and 12/13a are both best restored with a stoichedon line of 47 letters.58
In all the preserved fragments the spacing is the same, and there are no differences
in lettering sufficient to justify the rejection of any of them.
_.
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PRAISE OF AN ALLIED CITY
3. Two snmallfragments of Pentelic marble, which belong with I.G., 12, 29.
Fragment a was found on February 27, 1937, in Section OA; fragment b was found
on March 9, 1938, in Section T.
56

See Austin, Stoichedon Style, p. 33, for the measurements of I.G.,

57

Identifiedby Raubitschek.

12,

12/13.

58 See Highby, " The Erythrae Decree," Klio, Beiheft XXXVI
(1936), pp. 4-6. Nesselhauf's
assurance (Highby, loc. cit., p. 6, note 2) that I.G., I2, 12/13b cannot have been part of the stone
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a: Height, 0.052 m.; width, 0.081 m.;
thickness, 0.033 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 4546.
b

Height, 0.095 m.; width, 0.08 m.;
thickness, 0.07 m.
Height of letters. 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 4546a.
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Both fragments have stoichedon
writing, with the same letters and
No. 3: Fragment a
spacing as I.G., I2, 29. The horizontal
Unlitis 0.012 mi., and the vertical unit is 0.019 m. The lambda, which appears on
fragment b, is especially characteristic.59 It may be that these new fragments join
the larger piece, fragment a at the lower right and fragment b at the upper left, but
I hesitate to make the claim until there has been an opportunity to test the stones
in Athens.
Fragment a
[-

-] v 8K

[EJ

]

-

a ]pa T(av[Tr--1

[-

Fragment b
[- -]8oXev [- -]
[---]

TLK

[- -]

[

]ff~

-]

Fragment b is described in the field
notes from Athens as broken on all sides,
but the photograph suggests the possibility that the left margin may be preserved. The field notes record a possible
trace of the original right side of fragment a. If this is correct its position at
the right side of the stele, at least, is
assured.

.* .. ....

~~.:

No. 3: Fr'agment b

with I.G., J2, 12/13a need not be taken as final without further study of all the fragments. There
is also more that can be done with Fauvel's copy of I.G., J2, 10.
59 See also the photograph of I.G., J2, 29 here published.
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A LEASE OF PUBLIC PROPERTY
4. Parts of a stele of Pentelic marble, the
larger of which (a) was found on February 26,
1936. broken on all sides, in the foundation of a
house in Section HH, and the smaller of which
(b), with the left edge preserved, was found on
April 28, 1937, in Section S.
a. Height, 0.375 m.; width, 0.20 m.; thick-

ness, 0.143 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 3611.
b. Height, 0.067 m.; width, 0.069 m.; thick-

4N,

ness, 0.036 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 4829.
The lettering is stoichedon with a horizontal
unit of 0.016 m. and a vertical unit of 0.0165 m.
The stele is preserved in fragment a to its original
thickness with the reverse face smooth. The
letters are of the mid fifth century.
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The inscription seems to be a decree dealing with the lease of public property.
I suspect in line 2 the formula of amendment [T,d p,v aXXa K]aO6arep, etc., with
representing a proper name. The verb eviO
[vve&o]
Ev'a[---]
in line 4 is appropriate for a resolution imposing a sanction on
some public official. The nature of the business controlled by the

decree is indicatedin the words

l;

No. 4: Fragment b

[]

Ooo-v60 of line 4, yes of

line 7, Xop[i?] of line 10, and vopfi[f] of line,11. If the decree
dealt also with the time of the lease, as undoubtedly it did, then

r apxe& (?)]
some constructionwith xPOr[v1o[

may possibly be

restored in line 5.61 The phrase roZs L, rX [ea] appears in the Eleusinian text of
approximately this same date published by Kourouniotis in 'EXevO-LvtaK6,I (1932),
pp. 173-189.62

THE COLONY AT BREA
5.

Small fragment of Pentelic marble, found on April 6, 1936, in Section HH.

Height of face, 0.06 m.; width of face. 0.05 m.
Height of letters, 0.011 m.

Inv. No. I 3972.
The writing is stoichedon, with a horizontal unit of 0.013 m. and a vertical unit
of 0.017 m. It has the characteristic lettering (especially rho) and spacing 3 of
60 This may, of course, also be construed as
61 Cf., e. g., I.G., J2, 377, line 14: xpo'vosa'pxe

a verbal form.
METayaTVrvtWv

u7JVY,ICTA.

The text is given on pp. 176-177, where the phrase TOLs EIA 0[k] E occurs in reference to a
board of overseers (lines 11-12) i7r' TOEs 4E&IroV[X]et
fpy[ot]s.
63 Austin, Stoichedon Style, p. 33, gives the chequer-units of I.G., Is, 45 as 0.0127 m. across
and 0.017 m. down.
62
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I.G., I2, 45 and evidently is part of that inscription. The new fragment seems, from
its squeeze, to have part of the left edge preserved, but whether this is original could
be told only by an examination of the stone. Subject to later correction I wish now
to suggest that this small fragment was broken
from the upper left corner of the larger stone
(I.G., I2, 45, Face A) and that it should be placed
as shown in the photograph to give the following
text of the upper lines of the decree:

4~

[.

] &px[Ev

hE'

apx]e irpokhevavvOa[tvovT]

[at KaL'E]va E[a-]ayero dav8ea -aye&evex[vpa
[o-&aO&Eo]ho cEfvaq e ho ypaOo-4aevoq etc.

ax]

The readings from the larger fragment were
incorporated in a new text offered recently by
I 3972 and part of I.G., J2, 45
Wilhelm, which I have adaptedhere to the requirefrom
(Photograph
Squeeze)
ments of the small Agora fragment.64 If subsefragment belongs near the larger piece as here
this
that
show
Athens
in
quent tests
assigned, then the text will be confirmed. The text would seem to me possible even
if the small fragment must be placed elsewhere.65
PUBLIC WORKS
6. Two fragments from a large block of Pentelic marble. Fragment a is from
the upper left corner of the stele, preserving part of the pebbled top and smooth left
side; the back is broken away. It was found on October 9, 1935, in the wall of a
modern house in Section T. Fragment b preserves its left side and also its original
thickness; the back is smooth. It was found on March 13, 1936, in a modern wall
in Section N.
a: Height, 0.253 m.; width, 0.18 m.; thickness, 0.148 m.

Height of letters, 0.011 m.
Inv. No. I 3745a.
64
Wilhelm, Attische Urkunden 1V, pp. 11-17 (Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939). See also Hesperia,
X, 1941, pp. 317-319.
65
Whatever the ultimate fate of the present assignment, it is nonetheless a sound principle to
place small fragments, whenever possible, near the larger pieces from which they may have been
chipped off; and the chance for joins is usually good. See Meritt, Epigraphica Attica, pp. 79-80.
A good description of how I.G., J2, 45 was dressed down-for subsequent reuse is given by J. M.
Paton in The Erechtheum, pp. 497-500.
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I.G., I2>45: Face A
(Photograph from Squeeze)
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b: Height, 0.255 m.; width, 0.162 m.; thickness, 0.218 m.
Height of letters, 0.011 m.
Inv. No. I 3745b.
The wvvritingis stoichedon, with a horizontal unit of 0.014 m. and a vertical unit
of 0.017 m.
ca. 434
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25 ------The inscription deals with public wvorks,but so little is preserved that anv
restoration m1ustbe conjectural. That. offered above is given by way of example,
thotigh the connection with the Eleusinion is. suggested by several minor considera-

tions. The f ragments are large, and may not have been. carried far from the place
where the stele was originallv set up. Both were f ound north of (that is, below) the
site of the Eleusinion."6Of coulrse,this amounts to no proof, because we do not know
that the stele was erected in the Eleusinion; it may have been on the Acropolis and the
66 For this site, see Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 207-211; IX, 1940, p. 112, note 48; IX, 1940,
pp. 267-268. Cf. also above, p. 81.
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fragments may have fallen from there. But if the original monument was in the
Eleusinion the place of the discovery of these fragments is not surprising.
Mention of the architect (line 6) shows that the text deals with building conin line 4. Something was to be provided with
struction, as does also the verb OvpoO&E

%J

A.

No. 6: Fragment a
(Photograph from Squeeze)

an entrance-way, the building of which must have been one of the primary concerns
of the decree, for this is the first item which it discusses. The phrase eY}Auosin line 8
indicates a sanctuary, or open court, rather than a closed building or temple, because
it implies an area open to the sky. This fits in well with the fact that the subject of
was probably neuter singular (line 4).
Ovpooe&
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One may assume, furthermore. from the size of the stele that the inscription was
of considerableimportance. It must have dealt with an important precinct, so I suggest
tentatively that it refers to the best-known precinct near where it was found, namely,
to the Eleusinion, which at least as early as 431 B.C. was surrounded by an effective
precinct wall.67

No. 6: Fragment b
(Photograph from Squeeze)

This wall and its entrance-way may well have been the concern of the decree. In
the opening lines I have proposed restorations which have some of the phraseology
of the opening lines of the second decree of Kallias.68 It seems to me that the date
of the decree must in any case be near to that of the Kallias decrees. I have found
no published fragments which belong with the Agora stones, but I.G., I2, 54, was
obviously by the same hand. The letters are the same, and the slightly asymmetrical
6f7
68

Cf. Thucydides, II, 17, 1.
Published as D2 by Meritt, Wade-Gery, and McGregor in A.T.L., Vol. I (1939), p. 161.
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upsilon is especially characteristic.69Hiller, in the publication of the Corpus, entitles
I.G., P2,54 " De operibus publicis c.a. 433/2." The same title might with equal propriety be applied to our new text, and it might also be applied to the opening lines of

~~~~IAK~~~~~~~~~~~~~AON

I.G., I2, 54
(Photograph from Squeeze)

the second Kallias Decree. Indeed, I suspect that these three decrees belong together,
and that they represent part of the plan of Perikles for putting the public buildings,
public works, and public shrines of Athens in order before the outbreakof the Peloponnesian War. If it is justifiable to restore the opening lines of the new inscription on
89

See the photographon p. 92.
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the analogy of the Kallias Decree, it may be legitimate to suggest that Kallias. was
its author. I should even venture the hypothesis that Kallias was the orator also of

I.G., 2

5470

The fragments of the present monument are so preserved that they cannot be
placed closer together than indicated in the text. In line 3 the name Proinautes is new
in prosopography. Except as already indicated, very little can be done to restore the
long lines in which only a few words at most are preserved. The phrase ey A4oqin
line 8 may have some connection with means for disposing of rain-water, as in the
decree of 418 B.C. which regulated the affairs of the sanctuary of Kodros, Neleus,
and Basile.7'
A CASIJALTY LIST
7. Part of a block of Pentelic marble. broken on all sides, found on May 19,
1936, in a modern wall in Section P. Traces of a projecting moulding remain above
the first line.
Height, 0.25 m.; width, 0.20 m.; thickness, 0.205 m.
Height of letters: in line 1, 0.02 m.;
in lines 2-3, 0.018 m.; in line 4, 0.015 m.;
in lines 5-6, 0.012 m.
Inv. No. I 4168.
The original thickness is not preserved,
but enough remains to indicate that the
block must have been of substantial size,
and presumably of considerable width.
I interpret the monument as a list of
Athenians who fell in war, with their
names arranged by tribes under an introductory heading naming the places where
battle engagements occurred.72
In line 4 the name Otv[et8Zos],being
the sixth tribe of ten, suggests that the
preserved fragment belongs near the center
of the upper part of the stone. It is uncertain how many columns of names there

4'p

No. 7
(Photograph from Squeeze)

70 For the last lines of this decree, see MVleritt,
Documents on Athenian Tribute, pp. 18-19.
The earlier lines need further study.
Ka" To VSaTos KpaTEv Tro y AO
7' I.G., I2, 94, lines 34-35: cat'.T TG4po
a
roVV.uwoovauvov.
72
See, for example, I.G., J2, 929, 943; compare Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 4243.
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were (possibly one for each tribe ?), lbut the size of the marble indicates that the
total list was probably a long one. A date for the inscription should be sought in some
year when there was action about the Peloponnesos, and when losses in the whole
theater of war were heavy. This nmakesprobable a date between 431 and 423. The
letters, except for kappa, are much like those of the Coronea epigrams of 447/6,73
but it must be admitted that few characteristic letters are here preserved, and that
these f ew do not militate against a date in the decade after 431.
Between 431 and 423
-

[

[

B.C.

'A6Evatdovh]oit [,EearTEOavov--1
] at Kat [
ev
?
?
?
ov
K--ITEpLKat
E0'
IIHEX]0or6vv
Ot'V

]

---]

[ EM0os]

]

NEOK[XA

DECREES

CONCERNING

FOREIGN

STATES

8. Fragment of Pentelic marble, with part of the original top preserved but
broken on both sides and at the bottom, found on April 6, 1933, near the surface of
Section Z. A moulded band rtuns across the face of the stele above the inscription.
Height, 0.245 m.; width, 0.146 m.; thickness, 0.075 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.-0.012 m.
Inv. No. I 658.
The letters are cut in a stoichedon pattern in which the horizontal unit measures
0.014 m. and the vertical unit 0.0214 m. This new text (a) is here associated with
fragments b, c, d, and e of I.Gr., 12, 141/2 (all broken on all sides), and also with
I.G., 12, 174 (with the left margin preserved). In the Corpus the text of I.G., P2,
141/2, fragments d and e. is not given, and Hiller notes " haec non vidi." He adds
of the whole inscription " Composuit Wilhelm." It is my belief that the fragments
now assigned to I.G., 12, 141/2 belong to two different inscriptions, and that fragment
a must quite definitely be dissociated from the other fragments. Its upsilon, for
example, is small and angular, as contrasted with the larger curving upsilon of frag73 Published by Kyparissis and Peek in Ath. Mitt., LVII, 1932, pp. 141-146, with photographs.
Their erroneous reconstruction of the nmonument (loc. cit., p. 146) has been corrected by
Papagiannopoulos-Palaios in 'Jovcta 'AvOoXoytia,nos. 95-98, 1935, p. 11 (cf. also the periodical
'AvairXauts, XLVIII, 1935, p. 20). The three preserved blocks with the epigrams must all have
been placed consecutively along the face of the monument.
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ment c and of the new Agora piece, and its lambda does not have the broad lower
stroke of fragments b and e and of I.G., 12, 174.
The spacing in the various fragments grouped here shows some irregularity,
but not enough, in my jtldgment, to keep them from belonging together.
ca. 430

a

YTOIX.ca. 45 +

B.C.

3OXAEt
Kart TL

et

[E'8XO-EV

arEVE

......EyPab

5 -
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.........

b [
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?----rs
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[......

---

-
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--]sg

25

*]oP O

[**K]

15

[..V
[...]
[ KaOa
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..

yEO l-

-

-

-]

L---1

e
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,rotZ

]

ITO[--

['AOEV] aiot

T[

e

---

c [.]

]

['AO]EVatoL E [---lacuna

povr|-4-----]
Tots4

hA.E

- - - - -]p&EhEvr[4...]
-

[

-]

|E'tITE j

ho

]

ITETO[

]

...[

Xp6Ko'

. EITEOTar]E,

-]??&4o
-- - - - --

[-??----

10

8E'P,0L.

ra [-

er

30 ov

Kj[at----]

-

-]

Kat|

Esp0o Ka[

PsETEEV[-l
ro-O-hEXO
]ITEP

[

rLoA
opos [-

et

.,CE[--]

- -]
[--

EaK Ke-]

-1

E'8 [ oXrEV

K

Es
[

35 Xtog

--

---

vat [--

20

lacuna
[....]OAIV[
d [ .ap ] vpav 6[***]vt* Evat8[e
[...]E7-t

rev

lacuna.

]

?

f 8E[- - - -

- - -]

V To/.t [--

_?
-

-

vo
]

40

-]

KXE[p--

..v-_

The Agora inscription; namnesan orator, Chromon. who is not otherwise attested.
The decree which he proposed may have been a treaty between Athens and some
foreign state. There is so little consecutive text that can be recovered that any identification must be conjectural, but the words ETE
hvEhvr[--] in line 4, so near the beginning of the document, remind one of such phrases as, for example, [-K- Kat Tppo0tv4w
of the
Kat X[EGO-S uE' hv1To8EXETOOat ILAE a]iv'r[A
X]Ei4E[ocOat --]
O4EXE]v 'AE['[v]ato0
X] eas
rts hvl7Toi7TEreVEt
treaty between Athens and Halieis of 424/3,74 and
Efla&
KaL

74

See below, p. 102, lines 6-8.
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Nv
*:O &>v;{:.r
. .;

..; . Ag.. .. ..

4*

es

:;' .fr:

w:v

f

No. 8 Fragment b
(I.G.I J2 141/2 d)
(E. M 5197)

No. 8: Fragment a
(Inv. No. I 658)
(Photograph

(Photograph from Squeeze)

from Squeeze)

No. 8: Fragment c
(I.G., I2, 141/2 b)
(E M. 6831)
(Photograph from Squeeze)

w

TW

No. 8: Fragment d
(I.G., J2, 141/2 c)
(E.M. 6638)
(Photograph

from Squeeze)

No. 8: Fragment e
(I. G.,I2, 174)
(E.M. 6635)
(Photograph from Squeeze)

No. 8: Fragment f
(I.G., I2, 141/2 e)
(E.M. 5214)
(Photograph from Squeeze)
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- -] in the treaty between Athens and Philip
h [vlro&xEo-Oat/.LE8Ea'] ro XEAi,E[o-Oat

of Macedon of 433/2.75
One notes the references to KX'pOL in fragments c and f, and the similarity of the
text with a masculine noun 7roX- - in fragments c and e.
Fragment a of I.G., I, 141/2 has the same lettering as I.G., 12. 87, fragment f.
which no longer finds a place with the other fragments once associated with it.76
These two pieces are part of a different inscription and should be so published. The
several fragments of I.G., I2, 87 now in the museum at Athens are shown in the

illustrations on pp. 97 and 99.77

Fragment a of I.G.,

12.

141/2 is illustrated from a

I.G., I 87: Fragments aand f

squeeze on p. 100. It seems possible that the smaller fragment of the new combination,
broken on all sides, may have come near the beginning of the inscription, for one is
In the
tempted to suggest for its second line a proper name followed by eir [EO-T6E].
75 Cf. I.G., J2, 53, lines 6-8, as corrected by Schweigert, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 171, and
Wilhelm, Attische UrkunideniIV, p. 34, in Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939.
76 Meritt and Davidson, A.J.P., L\VI, 1935, p. 70, reported that fragmient f "may belong to
part of the inscription now lost, or indeed not to this inscription at all." Its connection
lower
the
with I.G., I2, 141/2a, if correct, would prove beyond reasonable doubt that it is part of a separate text.
77Fragment e of I.G., I2, 87 belongs to I.G., I2, 63. Cf. Meritt and West, The Athenian
Assessnent of 425 B.C., pp. 10-11, frag. 10.
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larger piece, of which the left margin is preserved, the reading Ey,u[a]prvpEvis clear
---].
L avTe{
E[iat
in line 11, and in line 15 the reading is [. .T. E`]

ca. 425 B.C.

$TOiX.
-

-0O[T
.

10

- -

]

?

[

[*]OE;?7

5

-

?-]
[h]vlxo r [
.... ]va[?-----laclna
[...
X]-vurn[aax----?]
[. 'A0e]vatov ho [&,Los ----1
[EX] rx-Er0o ua [pTvp----]
*..
[. ] rpo-KaXe0r4at
'AO[Eva --[o]XE
&o rO'AGE[vaov ---]
A AeTo&
.a
[r]

at 'rapa& Taviia

'e irap[a8atveL

8paX,u.ag
[To] XtXLX[as]
[. Ka] t a8eXE`vO T [-?-

15

8E'

E'a

au'To[-

Ey,u[a]pTVpE^v

,13]

[

Ttg

-El

]

oE-

---

?

]

^[EqdaE?]at
[. . . TE]t aV'T4

The study of I.G., I2, 87 which was necessary to the examination of letter forms
for comparison with the stones discussed above has brought to light several new
items of interest related to that inscription, the text of which was last published in
A.J.P., LVI, 1935, pp. 69-70. For example, in line 9 the restoration ought probably
T'os'A0evai]ov instead-of 4[9d To'- Xcrv,,uxos' Tov AGevafIov.
T[
to be E[Vt
xuvr,nUaxOg
Also, in lines 10-1-1 Miss Davidson and I proposed [--- -u.E8 es Ta
bp [opos a8KETOVrTaq

'AGevato

f3xa,/3etrTE 'AGevatov

--],

- -],

T]

EFXE
hvwro8eoxE0a&

for which Wilhelm 78 has since suggested ip [opav

thus returning to the restoration made by Kirchhoff

(I.G., I, Suppl., p. 21, no. 71) even though it exceeds by one letter the requirements
of the stoichedon order. -Without violating the epigraphical requirements, however,
it is possible to restore a satisfactory text with 4p

[opav

T-va

vapaT

iroXEoU0V

-

The word iroXpuosis notably prominent in this part of the inscription, for the Halieis
were under injunction (line 8) jiE& xo [vo-rparEVeE-Gat
/.wra ro-viroX]Eutfov and (lines
- -].
It seems natural to continue this
9-10) ,.e& Xp[,[4.]a-a wape'XE[VToLl VoAXEP,.tOL
last sentence, as the context demands, by reading [--4p[opav

wtva wrapa rov roXEA,.koV

-E8'

-

78Attische Urkunden IV, p. 90, in Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939.

es

ia

7]

hvgro8eXEGa&
EL'XE
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More important is the necessity for going back to another reading of Kirchhoff
(loc. cit.) in line 33. Miss Davidson and I had followed Hiller's text of I.G., 12, 87
TEI
rev Xa-v,qaXta]v
in restoring L--- eav
av [a] vEov [r] a [OoLvVVrOV Kara raVTra*-

~~~~ ~ 'A

The photographs show that this is quite
impossible. Kirchhoff was right in reading
into line 33 the end of an introductory
and the name of one
phrase [-----]av
of the envoys NEov A [--- - -]. The letters
NEON are out of their stoichoi and no
letter can be restored immediately either
before or after them. It looks as if the
stonecutter had drafted here a name of six
letters and then had found in the cutting
that he had a name of only four letters
with which to deal. The disturbance in the
stoichedon order served in part to lessen
the gaps and cover his error. Earlier in
the inscription, in line 4, a mistake in the
reverse direction-putting five letters in
the space of four-was in part covered by
the violation of the stoichedon order. It is
instructive to note that in both cases the
nature of the mistake and of the correction
can be best understood on the assumption
that a considerable portion of the text was
drafted on the stone, in some temporary
medium, before cutting was done with the
chisel. In neither case was the correction
made by cutting an erasure in the stone.
The correction in line 4 seems to have
been made in order to change the spelling

SE':E~~~~~~~~~~9'N

of

u-vvOE'Kag to

XOrvvOe'Kag.

It implies a

desire on the part of the engraver to be
nmeticulousabout small items and should
discourage the modern restorer from assuming lightly that the stonecutter must
I.G., 12, 87: Fragmentsc and d
have been in error. This criticism applies
in particular to a restoration which I suggested for line 29 in which it had to be
assumed that the particle b' was omitted. This line will be discussed again below.
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Lines 32-35 lnow read as follows:
[LaXes &s OREvrov
rTv o-TEXEV e TO hL]p6i
]
]8 'A6TAXXov
[os -IpE'o-/3eg ho8E oIvVov TEV xGvrunLax]
iav V NEov V 'A[..]
[?--]?S
'AyaK[X...]
[------------------]

vacat

It seems best to restore [es ra ht] Epo [v T] 'Aro6Xov[os] in lines 32-33 instead
of [EV TOL ] Epo [L T] O 'Aro6XXov
[os] in order to preserve the rough breathilngof -htEpov.
The accusative usage can be amply attested by the similar provision in I.G., I9, 116,
lines 22-24: Tra 8& XoVVOEK [ as avaypa ] av'raq es
To

TrEXEVOevu es Tl
rE

hep

Lv

'Afr6XXovo]q. The envoys who swore

the oath were probably four in number,
as had been the envoys nine years earlier
who came respectively from Rhegion and
Leontini (cf. I.G., 12, 51 and 52), and
they were doubtless named with patronynmics.
Comparing forms of letters and
chequer-units of stoichedon order, Raubitschek found in Princeton among the
squeezes of the unpublished fragments
in the Epigraphical Museum a badly
worn fragmnentwhich seemed to be bY
the same hand and to show the same
measurements as the treaty with Halieis.
I.G. 12 141/2: Fragmenta
It bears the Epigraphical Museum inventory number 2727.79 So far we have no information about its other physical
characteristics and it may later be found that it can have no connection with the
present text. Nevertheless, its better preserved lines agree well with the sense of
the text that must be restored near the left edge of the stele from ca. line 17 to line 30.
and it would seem to us perverse to believe that there could be so much agreement
if the stone belonged to another document. Tentatively, at least, we claim E.M. 2727
as part of the treaty between Athens and Halieis and give the full text as follows:
424/3

B.C.

I.G., ,2 87

YTOIX. 42

[Ne] OKXIE8[E_
.?
Eypa] L/q,JarEvE
[
ASoXeEv reL [/3oXktKat ro8 &'pe,ovAIyE']v 47rpvravevE,

NEoKXd8Es[E'ypa,paqJrEvE........
79

See the photographon p. 101.

EE]Tadre,

AaXE9e
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E.M. 2727
(Photograph from Squeeze)

An examination of this stone has been made in Athens by Mrs. Gladys
Davidson Weinberg. who reports that it joins fragments c and d of I.G.,
12, 87. Raubitschek's identification is thus strikingly confirmed. Word of
the join reached us too late to be noted in the text (see p. 100).
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[Ka\t] avro [v

Kait ao6AXo A'AOEvaL0ot9

Kat EXo-oXEtav

ITpE`o-3E9

O/PvvvrovPE

E-] ITapa E- ov
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[t

XO:VYKE[t/UEva

Tas

0
XOVVPEOEVr]T

po9

haXta9

oE XOcVVOE]Kas aPvaypa0-a
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ITOXEt-
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[

?]Io

AyaK[Xk.

.]

vacat

One of the two letters near the upper part of E.M. 2727 that can be read with
any confidence (and even this is not certain) is a mu which must fall immediately after
the word iro6X[EqUo9in lines 16-17. This makes unlikely the restoration hitherto
accepted, osga'v ho io6X[EpUOsEt]. Yet it seems reasonable to believe that the Athenians
were to have the privilege of maintaining a garrison in Halieis so long as the war
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should last. This meaning of E'os av, to be rendered " so long as " rather than " until,"
is amply attested and can be supported from Thucydides specifically in connection
with T6AXEFo9 ELt." But if the letter following oT6X[EpUo9 was mu, some other phrase"so long
o [I
&taXv0E`t--],
ology must be adopted, perhaps like hE'os av ho TOAX[
EUOj
as the war does not come to an end." This offers also an easy transition to the next
ahtaX&]. When the war did
clause, &taXvO&Evrog
8E' r]Ev O-ErE'pav av&ro[v 4vXTr]r[Ev
h
come to an end the Halieis were again to do the garrisoning of their own territory.
The restoration which Miss Davidson and I formerly gave for this line implied
that the Athenians were to return from Halieis to their own land-i-Ev O-4E7E'pav avrov
peace was made. One might expect 'AOE'vacE rather than
meaning Athens-when
e rev oE1-Epavac Vti,orvif the reference was in fact to Athens, so it is probably preferable
to allow the reference to remain with IHalieis. The contrast is now clear: Athens was
to maintain a garrison at Halieis so long as the war was not over, but when it should
be over the Halieis were to garrison their land themselves. In line 18 the tau which
is clear.
I have read as part of the verb [4vXa6]-r[EV]
I have been able to read nothing else from the squeeze of E.M. 2727 before line
25, but several changes in the restorations are nevertheless essential. Lines 26-27
must be restored as a record of accomplished action. I consider the restoration
['AOEvatov hE /3oXEKat hot -]rpalrEyot in line 27 so nearly certain as to admit of no
doubt. So the verb which precedes can only have been 6' [ocav]w; the infinitive
opt[o-uat] is not syntactically possible, and our earlier 6o [vivrov] does not agree with
the preserved letters at the beginning of line 27. Surely the record must be o'p[ocuav]
8' av-ro ['AOEvatov hE /3oXEKat hot o-]rparEyot. This is very close in form to the record
which appears in the covenant with Selymbria (I.G., 12, 1 16, lines 24-27): co[ o] -cav
aAAos 'AOEVcLov
hot TptE'papXo] KaT hot hog-Xrat
r[s KcL et
[Kact
'AOEvatov ot o-rparEyot
Ka't $EXV,L [,/3p] tawo't T [av] r [Es9, and for joint participation in the oath by
7T] ap^V,
Council and Generals one might cite, e. g., the treaty of 384/3 between Athens and
t6oo-a[t 8]E rots ['4KOOtV XOilS] LLEVT7l1 3oX'
Chios (I.G., T12, 34, lines 26-28):
or the treaty of 378/7 between Athens and
K [at]
Kat
ra] gtapXog,
r?8
[o-rpar-qyO9
8E avTrov r-qv I3oAXv1KW [
[6]~o-a[t
Byzantion (I.G., T12, 41, lines 8-10):
It is evident that 6x[ocuav] 8' avroZS is in good
crTpamryo? Kaf rTo] 1iT[1TapXo --].
hE /3o0X Kac hot o]rpalTEyot
supplies a proper
that
['AOEvacov
and
epigraphical style,
subject for it.81
The record of the oath in the treaty with Selymbria stated also the fact that
all the Selymbrians had sworn. At Halieis, similarly, all the citizens must have taken
the oath, and the restoration must be made correspondingly in line 20: [Kara Tra8E
80 In I, 58, 2, Thucydides describes how many of the Chalcideans left their homes near the
coast and were given land near lake Bolbe E'(,)sav o 7rppos'A61vat/ovs 7roEpsos -.
Cf. also I.G., I, 90, lines 8-9: vov 8EhO'[pKov
IOOaaL hEKam'pO,
'AGEvcov p1Ev TEV] fOEV Kal T[OS
TrpactE0yo

Kal

ra'3

aXXas

JapXay -
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This leaves more space to be filled at the beginning of the oath than
These
earlier restorations, so I write xorv ?aX ] o c
EOca rather than btXo]tEcTOkEOca.
are both desirable changes, for it is hardly conceivable that the Council and Generals
of the Athenians would be recorded as having already sworn the oath of alliance,
at the time the decree was passed, while the people of Halieis were still being enjoined
to do so. The political situation is better intelligible if the Halieis took their oath
is to be preferred
before, not after, the Athenians. Hence I believe that o'oo-av h1aXtEs
in line 19 to o6/to-at haXtas. The introductory words were KaTLa Ta8E, as in I.G., I2, 51.
In the preserved documents from Athens in the Fifth Century the noun to precede
(or xo,-t,iwaxot).82 It is true that in the
~'ooZtat(or Ero-oFLEOc)is normally xorv,iLLaxos~
terms of the alliance between Athens and Bottike of 422 B.C.83 the Bottiaian oath
began with the words obiXot E'o-4`~E[Oa 'AOEvatcOtsKaic x-v,u ]Ikaxot, but the covenant
itself specified that the alliance was to be one of btXa Kat xo-v,upuaXia (line 25). The
word 4tXita is not included in the title of the alliance between Athens and Halieis
(line 4), so [#Xo]? should properly yield first place to [xo-rv',t,taxo] in the formula
of the oath.
One must assume, I believe, that negotiations for this alliance had been going
for
some time, and that Athenian agents had come to an understanding with those
on
in authority at Halieis, and had made with them a covenant on the basis of these
understandings. These Athenian agents are named in line 29 as [hot E'V]tra- xo-vyo 7Tpas1haAtaXin line 28. The
KE[4tEva], and they must be the subject of [XO-vVEOEVT]
fact at the time when this
an
accomplished
was, therefore,
covenant (hat Xo-vvOEKat)
decree was passed. Its terms had been worked out at Halieis by responsible Athenians
(or delegates of the Athenians),84 and there had been mutual agreement with the
Halieis about them.85 The Halieis had sworn a prescribed oath covering their part
of the contract with Athens (lines 20-24). Subsequently the negotiations moved to
Athens, where the Athenian Council and Generals took an oath to abide by the
covenant which their agents had arranged (lines 26-29). After this was done the
terms were brought to the Demos for ratification, and our present decree is the record
of that action.86 The terms themselves constitute lines 4-19 of the decree. But the
envoys who came fronm Halieis to receive the Athenian oath and follow the decree
through the assemubly were required, by the assembly, once more to bind themselves

0'xoo-av haXtEk].

Cf. I.G., I9, 39, line 27; 51, line 13; 52, line 21.
I.G., I2, 90, with the addition of a new fragment published in Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 80-81.
For the date cf. AL.J.A.,XXIX, 1925, pp. 29-31.
84 In the phrase [hot
the prepositionhas the meaning "in charge of,"
Ta
XVYKE[iEva]
E17r]'
for."
"responsible
85 Lines 28-29:
r1 t Xa XOfvYKE [CtEval.
-np?o haXtas [hot
radls XavvO[EKat- h'asxouvvE'OEvrro
86 Similarly, I.G., I2, 117 is the record of a confirmation by the Demos of a covenant already
made abroad (in this instance with the Klazomenians at Daphnous) by Athenian generals acting
for the Athenians, and arrived at on terms agreed upon: [7at's eVVO7JKa3 'a3s vvEvtGEro ol o-rpar-qot
82
83

T[OZl OLKLTUa(T]t AafvovTa,

EtVat aiToLs

KUaTa

etVyKEqLEv]

a.
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with an oath and a curse that the Halieis would abide by the oaths they had sworn
(lines 24-26). Provisions for erecting the stelai were follo'wedby the names of the
envoys. Below these, the larger letters of which traces remain are still an enigma.
The report on them should be corrected: they are iota, followed by kappa or lambda.
In line 26 the upper stroke of sigma in [6Zo,u0Ka] OLvis still preserved. The letter
is quite certain. The verb E/Evw appears either with the simple dative (as in line 23)
or with the dative and Ev (as in lines 26 and 28). Both usages are well attested. In
line 31 an irregularity must be assumed in the stoichedon order, permitting 43 letters.
But this is no worse than the similar irregularity that had to be assumed in our
earlier restoration of line 30, while the present text has no irregularity in line 29.87
The covenant with Halieis marked a further step in the developmentof Athenian
strategy, whereby the Peloponnesos was being progressively hemmed in with military
bastions accessible to the Athenian navy. So far the policy, largely influenced by
Demosthenes and doubtless strengthened by his signal success at Pylos in the previous
year, was being pursued with success in the south. But a similar attempt to win bases
on the borders of Boiotia had come to grief. Thucydides (IV, 76) tells of the plan
suggested by the Theban exile Ptoiodoros and adopted by Demosthenes and Hippokrates. Siphai, a harbor town of Thespiai, was to be delivered by treachery to
Demosthenes as he moved in with a fleet from the Gulf of Corinth. Also, friends
in Orchomenos (and the exiles from Orchomenos) were to betray Chaironeia, assisted
by mercenaries and by some Phokians. At the same,time, and on a prearranged day,
Hippokrates was to seize and fortify Delion, a sanctuary of Apollo in the territory
of Tanagra opposite Euboia. This double attack woul(1, as the Athenians believed,
divide and distract the Boiotians so that they could offer no united resistance.88
As it happened (Thuc., IV, 89) the Athenian generals failed to time their double
attack correctly, and the Boiotians learned of the plot against Siphai and Chaironeia
in time to take effective precautions. Demosthenes could only lie helplessly off the
coast with his fleet, while the entire Boiotian army moved to meet Hippokrates at
Delion. There the Athenians were defeated (Thuc., IV, 96) and soon afterward
Delion was captured by the Boiotians (Thuc., IV, 100).
The Athenian defeat left a political problem which I believe to have been the
occasion for the Athenian decree now published as I.G., 12, 68/69. To the three
fragments of this inscription which were first reported by Wilhelm in 1898 as belonging together 89 may now be added a stone recently founidon the south slope of the
Acropolis and published bv Oliver.90All four pieces are published here as No. 9.
87
KTA. --1.
88

Our earlier restorationwas

[reT'je <SE>

TEV Xvvyaxiav
X

ay

ct's

xarvvol Ka

avaypara[lo

-[

-

See Busolt, Gr. Gesch., III, 2, pp. 1140-1141.
Jahreshefte, I, 1898, Beiblatt, p. 44: I 67 [ist] mit 84. 85 zu vereinigen. Wilhelm's reference
was to the ptiblished numbers in C.I.A.
9ioA.J.A., XL, 1936, pp. 460-461, with a photograph on p. 460. Raubitschek has made the
identification from the squeezes of all four fragments now in Princeton.
89
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THE EXILES FROM BOIOTIA
9. Apparently there is no join between the fragments, and so far as I have
found there is only one possible indication of a consecutive text to determine their
One of the fragments (E.M. 6611

relative positions.

=

I.G., I', 68a) is obviously

from the beginning of the inscription, for it contains the heading of the text and part
of the moulding at the top of the stele. The new fragment (E.M. 12830- A.J.A.,
XL, 1936, p. 460) has the left margin preserved. I place it next below fragment a
in the composite nmonumentbecause the lines are somewhat close together. In general
1

4

.

E.M. 6611

No. 9: Fragment a
I
68a. The part above the moulding is not shown
I.G.,
(Photograph from Squeeze)

it seems to be true that the spacing, both horizontal and vertical, became slightly
wider toward the bottom of the inscription. Random measurements show that three
lines on the two utpper fragments occupy 0.05 m.; that three lines on I.G., I2, 69c
(which I call fragment c) occupy 0.055 m.; and that three lines on I.G., Iv, 69b (which

I now call fragment d) occupy 0.06 m. This disposition is confirmed by the fact that
fragment d carries the formula of publication and should normally come near the
lower part of the stone. The formula of publication as it appears on fragment b in
Oliver's text is entirely restored, in my opinion incorrectly.
Rangabe'was inclined to date fragment a in the middle of the fifth century after
the battle of Oinophyta.91This seemed, in fact, the only available time when Athens
91 A.

R. Rangabe, Antiquite's Hellehtiques, I (1842), no. 301.
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could have had dealings with a number of Boiotian cities, as he thought the text
of line 5 implied. Rangabe gave the reading and restoration essentially as it appears
in I.G.,

12,

68:

KaL

r] 3 [v d]AXov Booroi'v Oo-oL80o[Xovra&-

-].92

But the writing alone

does not permit so early a date. Hiller was of the opinion that even though these
early lines nmightrefer back to the middle of the century the monument itself and the
decree belonged later.93 He suggested as possible the restoration apXovr]oq 'AOE'VEOcL

No. 9: Fragmilent
b
E.M. 12830 .4A.J.A.4.,
XL,9 1936,p. 460
(Photogralph

from- Squeeze)

?]for
line 7 (446/5 B.C.) but attributed the inscription to a date
Ka[AAXua'Xo
424/3 ?. W;iththe battle of Delion in mind he speculated further whether the decree
might not be dated somewhat earlier: Num Deinosthenis consiliumnquod aestate
a. 424 capit (Busolt III 1140), antequam ad Delium dimicaretur, in censum veniat,
quaeritur. Kirchner contributed the sugoestion that the Boiotians nientioned in line 5
might be those who wvishedto side with Athens: Oo-ot80'[Xov-ratper" ANvatiov Pyt'vwrata].
Tlle onlv cliance for the Athenian p)lanto occupy Siphai and Chaironeia depended
on the elenient of sulrprise. When one of the Phokians revealed the facts to the
Lakedaimonians the plan failed. It is inconceivable that the Athenians embodied in
a ptiblic decree ternis or conditions which looked to the participation of Boiotian cities
ca.

The only difference is that he did not read the 0 in T]6[v.
Commentary on I.G., J2, 68: Quodsi hic res quae archonte C. [Callimacho] acciderant
commemnorataeesse videntur, ipsum hoc pactum utique recentius erit habendum.
92

93
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in the execution of the plan. Certainly a date before the battle of Delion is unreasonable, but after the battle there were many Boiotians for whom the Athenians
may well have felt considerable responsibility. No exile favorable to Athens could
return home as he had hoped. Rather, many more of those at home who had participated in the abortive plans for liberation doubtless fled to Athens for refuge, if indeed
they were able to escape with their lives from the inevitable purges conducted by the
dominant anti-Athenian factions in their various cities. After 427 B.C., when Plataia
was razed, the Plataian exiles had beconmea permanent charge on Athenian hospitality.
They were given citizen status. But after 424 B.C. their number must have been
augmented by many Boiotians from other cities who could no longer safely remain
at home.
Exiles from Orchomenos were named by Thucydides as active in the plot of 424.
Of these Potamnodoros and his son Euetion received special consideration at Athens,
and decrees in their honor were passed, dating from the eighth prytany of 424/3.94
There were, to be sure, Boiotian exiles in Athens before the battle of Delion,95 but
they were living in hope of restoration to their own cities. After Delion, they had
no such hope, and they must have been joined by others whomnthat failure had compelled to share their fate. The refugee problem in Athens, already serious after the
Plataian disaster of 431-427, must have become acute after the collapse of the Boiotian
campaign in 424. These Bolotians are the subject of this decree.
The Plataians had already been made citizens, so it is questionable whether they,
with their different status, should be classed as prinmi iluter pares in the text of the
--inscription by writing in line 5 Tep'tutEvMllaratovKa( r] o[v a']XXovBotorov o&roL
KTA. One should single out preferably somneother city of known Athenian sympathies,
like Thespiai. Tfhespiai had always been closely associated with Plataia. It contained
a strong pro-Athenian faction,96 wAhichwas relatively prominent after the loss of many
Thespian soldiers who fought on the Theban side at Delion, and in 423 the Thebans
even used the charge of atticism as an excuse for tearing down its walls, which was
something they had long wanted to do.97 One may with some degree of probability
KTA.
'eVEO-7rtov Kat r]o8[v a] XXovBotoro-vo'o-ot--restore in line 5: 'EPt 11Ev
be inferred
that
might
although
in
Boiotia,
It was not a case of dealing with cities
(erroneously) from the words EKa] OTELrTOvI706EOP in line 6.98 The Athenians were
dealing with a miscellaneous gathering of friendly Boiotians who had been driven to
take refuge in Athens, and their provision for them must have been nmoreor less as
with individuals. Later, in 421 B.C., the Athenians gave Skione to the Plataians for
94I.G., 12, 70. See Meritt, Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 322-323 for the text.

Ptoiodoros of Thebes (Thuc., IV, 76) was one of the most active.
96 Cf. the proxeny decree, I.G., 112,36.
97 Thuc., IV, 133, 1.
Ja] crEv. There can be no doubt about the iota.
98 The correct reading is cad]cTEr rather than

95
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their own (Thuc., V, 32), but they were a special group and, in any event, such mass
assignment of new territory was hardly feasible in 424/3. I believe that these refugees
were encouraged to settle wherever they could find a good opportunity in any part
of the Athenian Empire, and that the words &Kd]GOTEL ro'v lo6Xeov in line 6 refer, not
to cities of Boiotia,-with which the Athenians in 424/3 could hardly have had
suitable diplomatic relations,-but to the cities of the Athenian allies. One will re-

No. 9: Fragment c
E.M. 6622 = I.G., I2, 69c
(Photograph from Squeeze)

member that the Spartans in 431 helped the dispossessed Aiginetans by giving them
land between Argos and Lakonia, but that many of the refugees found what asylum
they could in the rest of Greece.99The Boiotian exiles in 424/3 faced a similar scattering. This decree may have been designed to give them individually such comfort
as Athens could afford from the resources of her Empire.
The heading of the inscription is of considerable interest. The letter * of line 1
hardly suffices to suggest a restoration, though it may well have belonged to a title

99Thuc.,

II, 27:

Kat o0 ueV abTwv

EVTavOa 'K277av, 8OL
O

Caap?J7aV

KaTa T1V aXA77v 'EAX48a.
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just as the words MEOovatov EK IILEp[tafl, for example,servedas title for I.G., I2, 57.
Next, in line 2, is the one letter E, which can be restored with certainty as part of the
word [O]E[ot]. Its position is significant, for it shows that the end of the word ALyEts
in line 4, which falls directly below it, is considerably less than half way across the
face of the stone. Inasmuch as AiyEts must have been preceded by the formula E'80o-EV

No. 9: Fragment d
E.M. 6621=I.G., I2, 69b
(Photograph from Squeeze)

Tre&f0oXE Kai To& &'puot, it

is apparent that each line must have had more than 64 letters

at the least."00
Line 3 carries the name of the secretary, which has been restored hitherto as
[Opao-]vXvKo [s], the assumption being that it was followed by the word [E'ypa/uThis name could be inscribed above line 4, allowing the normal one letter
,/arEvE] 1
100This is the first indication that Oliver's restorations in A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 461, for
fragment b have been made with too short a line.
101See the commentary on I.G., I2, 68. Cf. also Patience Haggard, The Secretaries of the
Athenian Boule in the Fifth Century B. C., (Univ. of Missouri Diss., 1930), p. 15, note 26. There
is no attested name ending in [---1VXVKos.
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in the name for every four letters in the decree, but one would discover that the initial
theta would have to fall approximately over the second epsilon of '8ox0rEv. The
anomaly of this disposition shows that [0pao-]vAvKo0[] is not a correct restoration.
Since it was in any case a fabricated name, there being no name ending in [---vXvKos'
so far available for this line, it is better to read the initial tip of a slanting stroke
(which is all that is preserved at the edge of the stone) as part of sigma rather than
. .
AVKO
as part of upsilon. The restoration of the line is then easily made as [.
This is exactly paralleled in style by [e>]atvu7r7r0o9 JpvviXo Eypa/[Eypa/6aTrEVE.
12, 57 (424/3 B.C.) and by [II]p E`7rvEViEpo Eypap/arEVE of I.G.,
I.G.,
of
AaLr [EvE]
In all three cases the name and patronymic are given without
12, 81 (421/0 B.C.).
demotic, a peculiarity of style which lends further support to the date here proposed
for I.G., 12, 68 in the late 'twenties. O)ne nmaygo even further in the restoration, for
the name of the secretary must be the same as that in the decree which authorized
the publication. This decree begins in I.G., 12, 69, line 11 (line 33, below) and carries
[Eag
the name of the secretary )tk - - -. The two passages complement each other: 1AtX
EypacjiKarEvE]should be restored in the decree and [1ltXE'a] F AVKO [Eypcya/urEvE] in
the heading.
The spacing of the heading thus determines the approximate width of the stele.
The one preserved letter of [0] E [Ot] in line 2 has already shown that there must have
been at least 64 letters in each line. The calculation cannot be quite so precise as if
the writing were stoichedon, but one may estimate about four letters in line 4 for
letters near the top of
every single letter in line 3 and so arrive at a width of 80
the inscription. Toward the bottom where the spacing is wider one may perhaps counlt
80- letters on a line.
424/3
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Inasmuch as the first decree (lines 4-33) belongs after the battle of Delion in
the year 424/3 the fact that it was passed when Aigeis held the prytany shows that
it has the same date within the year as I.G., 12, 87, for which a new text has been
given above (pp. 100-102). The name of the secretary, Neokleides, may be taken
from I.G., 12, 87 and restored here in line 4. In fact, this decree may even be from
the same day as I.G., I2, 87 (with the same epistates) and it may have been proposed
by the same orator (Laches). There is nothing to oppose these restorations, though
the only one of them that is necessary is the name of the secretary. Some years ago
West suggested the date 425/4 as possible for the second decree (lines 33 ff.),
assuming that Aigeis may have there been the tribe in prytany just as it was in line 4
and also just as it was in A9, lines 54-55, of 425/4 B.C.102 But no good reason exists
for putting either decree earlier than Delion, and the necessity for a six-letter name
for the secretary in line 3 shows that he cannot have been [4Xtiiv-To]g(A9, line 55)
of 425/4.
In line 5 the restoration 6'o-ol/06[Xo'iat] is odd. If this were after all an invitation to whosoever wanted to side with Athens the subjunctive o'u-otav 0'/[ Xovrakl
would be required. In support of 0'o-ot806[Xomat ILRET' 'A8EvatOV ywVEu-Oaj]Kirchner
cited lines 3-4 of the pact with Samos (f.G., 112, 1 =-I.G., 12, 126). Here the heading
EyEoVro. There is no question of future
ro 'AOrpvaiotwv
o&rot /LETa'ro 8&Ko
reads $awdovS

contingency or impending choice of affiliation. The Samians wh-ohad taken the part
of Athens in the dark days at the end of the war were given citizenship by the
Athenian demos. The parallel with the present text is admirable, but it teaches that
the Athenians were voting help to those Boiotians who had already cast their lot
with them. An aorist indicative, rather than a subjunctive, is to be preferred after
O6'-ol. It is quite uncertain what the exact words were, but I suggest as suitable to
the political situation of the time o'crot/3 [ EOE'U-a1'E 'AOEva1'ol9 E'Ovyov r-ev UcETE'pav
avirov], assuming that the assistance given the exiles included the privilege of settling

down in any part of the Empire. Since these terms have nothing to do with the
A. B. West, A.J.P., LVI, 1935, p. 76. West recognized that the name of the secretary in
line 4 had to be Neokleides if the decree belonged to 424/3; he thought it possible that the two
decrees of I.G., 12, 68/69 belonged to the same prytany (Aigeis), and if so, he pointed out that
]
[
the year must be different from 424/3. It was tempting to suggest that the secretary
Meritt,
in
text
the
See
line
55.
of
A9,
.]utr[ros]
the
as
secretary
same
[...
of I.G., 12, 69 was the
Wade-Gery, McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists, 1 (1939), p. 155.
102
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Boiotia of 446/5 the restoration of the name of the archon Kallimachos should be
deleted fromnline 7. In line 8 I read, tentatively, A N where the CorPus has AO.03
Some changes appear here in the reading of the text of fragment b. For the
most part they explain themselves. Lines 10-12 do not contain a formula of publication, and in line 12 there seems to be room for aJ[&tKEI-]at but not for aJ[8Kovr] a.
These lines (12-15) give Athenian protection throughout the Empire and support
the view set forth above that E'VEcKa']c0TEt r3v To6XEOV(line 6) refers to the Empire and
not to the several cities of Boiotia. The general sense of the passage (lines 12-14) is
illustrated by a similar provision for the protection of Leonides of Halikarnassos and
hiis children, as the record is preserved in I.G., 12, 56, lines 2-9: E'[n-] LJE'XEo-OaA
8Et
[1) v To 7TpvTavES Kat TEL OEV, EV
E TEcTt
vToXEcTt
EAVOE-tc
avro "Oa'v,XXEO-t
ho&TvES"
'AOEvabov apXorCt Ev TEt hvVEpopiat

h6o,t aav hE'Kao-rTot vvaTo' 0o(-tv, hos 'ap

E a&8KovTat.

There is a possibility that fragnments c and d can be placed precisely with reference
to each other. The last line of c has the letters I-D, which I interpret, possibly, as part
o-0
This may be the beginning
&0
of the phrase E'80XrEv T] t /8 [oXa
Ei-dt
0
of the line in fragment d where !tX [E&a] appears as secretary. 'The spacing of the
lines is suitable for this interpretation, and one might note also that line 32 can be
restored in part: fKaOJTOO[&768 a-TC6iT0ovTrovo KoXaKpETa]g 80vat [paXpax ---.
This would be in order if it was part of the Athenian plan to induce refugees to settle
in some city otlher than Athens, as I believe to have been the case, but the restoration
should be considered as an illustration only and not claimed as part of the text.
Line 20 preserves, I think, part of the word vavro [&Kat]. It seems more than
mere coincidence that this word is followed in the next line by the verb [K] arao-Teo-a[--a ] w05 while some distance further on (line 39) the phrase [EXoEIvat &e Kat
is followed in its next line by the verb [KaTac-]TE0maovrov. It was
Tots v[avro8CKatS]
Hiller's suggestion that line 39 might perhaps be read [EX(oE]vat 8E Kat ros N [av7raKTcotg - -], but it is not stylistically desirable to read the article with an unmodified
?
as a common noun and, if so, to expand
ethnic. It is much better to take v [
The one epigraphical reference to vavro8tKcaL
it in the light of line 20 to v [avro8&Kats].
__.

-

103 The reading in I.G., I, 67 is
A'?7CJ. Pittakys, 'E+. 'ApX., 1853, no. 1422, and Rangabe,
Ant iquites Helleniques, no. 301, read nothing in this line.
104 The central iota is not read by Hiller, who gives the third letter as an undoubted rho.
Kirchhoff, in I.G., I, 85, gives only Y',/P; Rangabe in Antiquites Helle'niques, no. 295, gives - P.
Pittakys, 'E+h. 'Apx., 1854, no. 2097, has criticized this reading, giving -IP, and noting specifically
that the iota is on the stone. The stone seems to be preserved today as Pittakys saw it, but I think
nothing has been read in fact except the tops of the three letters.
--- in line 21. In this he follows Kirchhoff, and apparently Velsen
105 Hiller read [r] apaToi-a
and Koehler (I.G., I2, 85). Rangabe, Antiqiltites 1Helleniqques,no. 295, read ArA5TEXA and
Pittakys, 'E+. 'ApX.,1854, no. 2097, read AIAXTEXA,making something of a point of correcting
Rangabe and saying that iota, not pi, was on the stonle. The observation of Pittakys is in part
correct, for the letter cannot have been rho or pi; but the wide spacing shows that the upright stroke
was part of tau rather than a complete iota.
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in the fifth century is in I.G., I2, 41, lines 4-5, where they are instructed to establish
a court for cases referred to Athens from- flestiaia. The verb in I.G., 12, 41, is
r7apExovrov, but it so happens that KaraLoreo-rov
is in equally good idiomatic usage
for the establishment of a court,106 and I believe that its presence in lines 21 and 40
justifies the restorations concerning nautodikai in lines 20 and 39.107
I'he restorations of lines 37-39 give a normal publication formula. I have no
suggestions for the final lines except that E4t [---] is only with great hesitation
to be restored as e/l M[Eyapots] and that the division of letters in the last line should
probably be made so as to have nothing to do with o ra ]Epag TE[]rapa[].708

ATHENS

ANI) CHIOS

10. Fragmnent of Pentelic marble, with the left side and back preserved, found
in Section II on Mav 9, 1939.
Height, 0.32 m.; width, 0.19 m.; thickness, 0.14 m.
Height of letters, 0.009 m.-0.01 m.
Inv. No. 1 5826.
The writing is Ionic, and not stoichedon, with a vertical unit of ca. 0.0145 m.
The surface of the stone is badly worn, so that much of the lower part is almost
entirely illegible. The crowded lettering reminds one somewhat of the decree concerning Aphytis, I.G., 12, 58, of which Hiller remarks (op. cit.) " Litterae a. 0.011
pressae." The hand, however, is not the same, although I believe that the present
document is very close in date to I.G., 12. 58.109 The shapes of rho and nu are older
than one expects to find in the mnid'twenties, but mention of Kleonvmos (line 4) as
sponsor of an anmendmentbrings the probable date of the decree down to the accepted
time of his political activity. He is known to have been a member of the Council for
106
For example, in A9, line 16: [8tKaoTEptov] VEOl Ka[6]LtOaVTO-V.
Cf. Meritt, Wade-Gery,
McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists, I (1939), p. 154.
107
On nautodikai, and in particular on their responsibility for non-Athenians, see U. Kahrstedt,
Klio, XXXII, 1939, pp. 148-152.
108 In the first publication of this fragment Pittakys,
'Eo. 'ApX.,no. 965, read the rho as kappa
and indicated the complete letter in his drawing. If this is"correct the line should probably be

-----]

EKaLoTE
109

[

---.

A date for I.G., 12, 58 ca. 426

B.C.

has been suggested in Hesperia, XIII, 1944, p. 218.
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(with Chios)
and mention of the rio-TrEts

in line 7 serves to

fix the time more closely to the late winter or early spring of 425/4."'
425/4

NON-NTOIX.

B.C.

]utraoOat

fj. . . ]
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[/]rq[4c-Za

[at]

To
7ToAX-qt
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EV7T[E
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5

[e ]e6vat ittotv

[av'rov

T7\V

,)/-t[iav

Kat KaraOELv]

ro8E ypa fat

TEXEO-trotsg XoV.
ca.
p LE v ov'v 'AX..r. T6

rojv VLOV/r)UEL
1L"TET'

to &myorO'AOhvaf[t &0
iTt4o[T]E(xV
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[?]

[.....

E/L

ca.

v&E rsV
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X
XioO)

7 ]

caVEV]
T rcv]

Kail -a
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Trpo-0o]
[pta]-ra 87qfoLo-ta K[a\ T S OEO TO ETL&KaTovP
/0XiV Ka\ TOrV811]
5. 7TpOs9 rT771V
&0V8E EsVaP 'AX[.
8E 'A X...]
oV KaOaI7TEp XiO[v
TOZD T7KOOt* avahypadfat
a L 'V
-AO7JvO
V1
VDPV EvEpyETa,
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[?]
15

t
t~~~~~~~~~

ta

[T)8

Kleonymos (line 4) need not have been a member of the Council when he proposed the amendment. We have chosen to suggest a date for this text in the late
winter or early spring of 425/4, the year following Kleonymos' first term of office
as Councillor, because of the mention of Xtco[v] in line 10 and vi4o [TI EWv in line 7.
Thucydides (IV, 51) describes the political situation in Chios at the end of the
sevetith year of the war in these terms: oV 8EaV'roV XEt1ihLVOS Kat Xtot TO TEtXO9 rTEpLEtXOV to

Kawvov

rauLEVOLIEVTOL

KEXEVCaVT)v `AO'qvat&v KatITpO

f3oVXEv-EtV.
VEc-rEEpOV

same as the

lWir-JEt9

'AO-qvatov' 7T1ELs

VITO7TTEVcaVTWV

/3E/3atoT')Tra EK

E9 avTov9

Tt VEcOTEpLEv, 7TOt7')-

TOWV 3vvaT&JPV Ut8EP

ITEPL o-4 6s

It is our belief that the TJ40TELS mentioned here in line 7 are the
of Thuc., IV, 51. Kleonymos, therefore, as a member of the

assembly, proposed an amendment to the decree as originally introduced from the
Council. Of this original decree only parts of three lines survive (1-3).
The activity of Kleonymos in Athenian politics at just this time is attested not
only by the epigraphical texts, but also by the lampooning jests of Aristophanes (cf.
was orator of three known decrees in 426/5: (1) The second Methone decree
by Meritt, Wade-Gery, and McGregor as D4 in A.T.L., Vol. I (1939),
published
now
(I.G., 12 57),
p. 163; (2) The decree concerning the collectors of tribute, (I.G., 12, 65), now published also in
A.T.L., Vol. I (1939), as D8 on pp. 166-167, with corrections and additions in the last two lines
by Raubitschek in A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 475-4/79; and (3) I.G., 112, 71 + 38, now published by
Eleanor Weston in A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 347-352. A photograph of the "lost" fragment, I.G.,
112, 71, now recovered in the excavations of the Athenian Agora, is presented here on p. 118.
111See below.
110 Kleonymos
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P.A., no. 8680).112 Of particular significance is the reference to Kleonymos in the
Knights (955-958). Here the line (956) Xapog KEX1V&Jg ETNL TETpag 8&J/.L7yopwOv has
been taken by editors (e.g.,. Rogers) to refer to Kleonymos' enormous voracity.
"The rock," to be sure, signifies the Pnyx, but I believe that KEX?1VdIJgrefers not only

_". ...........
'2.
. ...

.

~

.......
.. ~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.................

:

i:

-

No. 10

to greed of eating but also to a disposition to have his mouth constantly open in
making speeches. The amendment in the present text, if our association of the decree
with the events narrated in Thucydides is correct, must have been practically contemporaneous with the production of the Kniights at the Lenaean festival of 424 B.C.
112

Incorrectly printed as 8880, op. cit., p. 580.
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It is only one small item, but it may be part of the political activity that interested
Aristophanes.
The subject matter of this decree has much in common with that of a decree
honoring the Kolophonian Apollonophanes, now published as I.G., 12, 59, and dated
ca. 427/6. In both documents only the concluding lines of the principal decree are
preserved. Both concern an individual benefactor from an Ionian ally, to whom in
an amendment access to the Athenian legislative bodies is assured, and for whom
protection is guaranteed. The phrase M 'X0Evac a*'ov [ue&vi] 0.u6oc4& av]Ev so
of I.G., P2, 59 is the
[atovTav]ra 8Ece[lvat Kat] ros Icyovot[;--]
Seuo To AAOEv
[av1ro"vIq'4reTOv viov
closest parallel I have been able to find for [/,u7 E] ewvat 47qp&O6v
have assumed that
I
new
of
the
inscription.
--]
ro
'AOiva[&csv
ro
a'vev]
p-q8evi
Siq,uo
the benefactor in the new text was a Chian
and that the main part of the document dealt
with Chian affairs, notably the negotiation
of the guarantees which Chios demanded of
Athens before tearing down her new wall.
The benefactor's name may have been
Achilles, for the letters 'AX[- -] appear in
line 9 at its beginning, and the accusative
form in line 11 probablyended in [---] Ea.118
The length of line used in the restoration has
been determined primarily by the reading of
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~............
line 8. The use of Ionic lettering indicates
that non-Athenians paid for the erection of
...
. |NIF..........
..:;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.............
.........
the stele; hence the restoration re'xecrtroZS
2 X N Fr . . . ''.) . ....................
:.'..'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.... ..
Xio6vin line 3. The alternative to reading
at the end of
some such phrase with me'Xeo-u
.:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
formula
normal
the
is
restore
line
to
this
and leave the end
rov [ypa,.quamrarljs 8oXArjg]
line
blank."4
of the
I.G., II2, 71-Agora Inv. No. I 5020
The heavy fine to be imposed (lines 7to Chios shows how insistent the Chian
pledges
Athenian
the
who
broke
8) on anyone
envoys were on exacting strong guarantees and it emphasizes the desire for security
which was expressed by Thucydides (loc. cit.) in the words EK 'rcV 8VvvarcTOV.
When the decree was passed Aiantis was the tribe in prytany, for it is named in
one of the clauses of the amendment moved by Kleonymos (line 12). "' It is already
^
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113 For the name, cf. also (possibly)
Wilhelm, Attische Urkunden IV, p. 31, in Sitzb. Ak.
Wien, 1939.
114 For the phraseology ypa'/Iat
vat 'U 7roXt cf. I.G., I2, 45, lines 17-18.
Kat KaTaGEa115
When the name of a tribe is given, with orders that its prytaneis take some action, then
that tribe may be assumed to be the prytanizing tribe at the time. Cf. Brillant, Les Secretaires
Atheniens, p. 24. See also a discussion of some phases of the problem in A.J.P., LVII, 1936, pp.
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known that the third prytany of this year, falling in the autumn of 425, was either
Aiantis or Leontis.116Inasmuch as Aiantis now appears, probably, at the end of the
following winter, one may restore the name [Aeovrts] in A9, line 3.
MONEY AND BANKING
11. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble,
with the back and right side preserved, found
on June 17, 1937 in Section I. There is some
reason to believe that the right side may have
been reworked.
Height, 0.38 m.; width, 0.215 m.; thickness, 0.265 m.
Height of letters, ia. 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 5879.
The writing is stoichedon, with a horizontal unit of 0.01 m. and a vertical unit of
0.014 m. It resembles greatly the script of
I.G., J2, 71 (423/2 B.C.), and may well be by
the same hand. The upper part of the preserved face is much worn and many of the
readings can be made only with difficulty.
The restoration here suggested has a line of
52 letters, which implies a stele rather more
than half a meter in width. These proportions are heavier than the usual norm, but
are not extraordinary. The decree concerning Brea (I.G., 12, 45), for example, was
cut on a stone 0.21 m. thick and only an estimated 0.46 m. wide.
ca. 423/2

. 11 i
No-

YTOIX.52

B.C.

[-----]------------]
[-]

--------------------]TAO
______-I

PAI [..]IH0[-]

5 [-------------------]E[...]EKATE[..]AITO
?-----~---------]~

s X4[pv]ravoes[as

ro]v a

180-182 and Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 311, and an opinion in dissent expressed by M. Giffler, Hermes,
LXXV, 1940, pp. 220-223.
116See the text of I.G., J2, 63, published as A9 by Meritt, Wade-Gery, and McGregor in
A.T.L., Vol. I (1939), pp. 154 ff., line 3. For the date, see also A.J.P., LVII, 1936, pp. 377-394,
especially pp. 384-391.
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v4tog h[o]

K[a]A[.
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This decree about coinage is different from that which was once thought to
belong ca. 423 B.C.1"7 It appears itself, however, to belong in the late 'twenties, and
if the similarity of hands can be emphasized rather strongly it may be that this text
belongs in the samneyear with I.G. 12, 71.
Admittedly this is tenuous argument, but if the texts belong to the same year
they belong also to the same prytany, for both of them name Aiantis.118 This prytany
is known from I.G., 12, 324 to have been the eighth in order in the year, so the
tentative date here given for the new text is late spring of 422 B.C.119
Very little can be deciphered in the first few lines, yet here (in line 7) comes
one of the most tantalizing passages in the entire inscription. I read from squeeze
and photograph NOMO: H. The second 0 is not clear and it may prove even to be
an impossible reading. I believe that only an inspection of the stone might decide.
The last letter, however, seems to me to be H. If it is M it is badly out of shape. The
alternative

to reading vo4uos h[o]

would seem to be to read vo6VLot[a].

In itself the

reading vo4tw-v[a] is not improbable, because the whole context of the inscription
deals with monetary matters and the word po4LtLo-aoccurs twice in the preserved
portions of later lines. One would like a clear decision on this question. Unfortunatelv
I can only report the letters as I see them, and the traces seem to me to favor
voto,g

h[o].

117
The famous monetary decree, of which copies were to be set up in all the cities of the
Empire as well as in Athens, must be dated ca. 449 B.c. The text is given in I.G., XII, Suppl.,
pp. 215-217.
118
Cf. above, line 10; I.G., I2, 71, line 49.
119 For the text of I.G., I, 324 see Mleritt, Althenian Finacial Documents, p. 139, lines 43-44.
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This naming of a law after its author (in this case vo'6osgh[o] K[a]XX[tKXE'ol]
would fit the space, and wvillserve as an example, though I have not restored it)
is unusual. If the reading is correct we have a new name which appears here by way
of definition, just as Drakon's name defined the law of homicide and the name of
Chairemonides defined the law about the first-fruits at Eleusis.120 At the same time
it seems reasonable to believe that the business of regulating the coinage was important enough to deserve a basic foundation in law, so reference to such a law is
not inappropriate. One does not know in this case what phase of the problem was
covered by the law (if it was a law), for the context cannot be recovered. I suggest
that it may have been the regulation of the Latireion mines, about which the prytaneis
were instructed to take early action.
The approximate length of line used in the restoration of the text has been
determined from lines 12-13. In line 13 appears the name ['E]rat'VEro0. This ought
properly to be part of the formula of amendment, and inasmuch as the preceding line
a consecutive
brings a period to a close with [h]okTavTrEp Et 'rEpt TO Vo [o-CaroS],121
text may be reconstructed. The name of the orator who proposed the amendment to
the motion of Epainetos is lost. and it may of course have had more or less than six
letters. The other lines are better restored if the number six is posited.
Lines 8-9 contained the formula of publication. It was not the last clause of
the decree for there was still a brief reference to gold, which I assume had to do with
the changing of gold to standard silver if anyone wished, and also there was provision
that Aiantis should introduce to the Demos an important matter concerning the mines
at Laureion. In my judgment this business, whatever it was, had already been foreshadowed in the decree above (lines 6-7). The restoration in line 6 may well have
been [E7rt rE' Alavrtio]o 3 v [pv]-aVEt [asK], and the action they were to initiate may have
been conditioned by the terms of the fundamental law regulating the mines. Hence
[ ......
I have suggested in lines 7-8: [KacaLOIEp KEXEVEt ho] volog h [o] K [a]
It may be that Epainetos had made only perfunctory arrangements for the exchange of gold (lines 9-10). The lack of explicitness was remedied in the amendment.
I assume that the epistatai of the mint were to receive the gold coin and exchange
official silver for it. They were the officials entrusted with executing the exchange
authorized in 449 B.C.,122 and some of the phraseology of the earlier decree can be
used to restore the lacuna here.123
1I01.G.,12, 115,lines4-6: [r]o[vJ
[KaTa

To\]v

Xatpry[ovt8o

vo[tov

vo+ov TEL rEpL TO^ fjOv]O;
0[p0tOV]Oo

TOV 7rEp\t r'1]

I..,

JJ2,

140,lines8-10:

6374apxDs.

rov TaX(T[Eov Et] of I.G., I2, 63, lines 53-54 (Meritt, West, and McGregor,
Vol. I, A9). In the assessment decree the ho'rogav clause follows; in the present text
it precedes.
TO apyvplOV
KaraXXa'rrELv
122 I.G., XII, Suppl, p. 217, lines 21-22:
[ToVS &mLo-aTras
q EvOxo[vg
ava] yp a/avTE
[al
also lines 51-53: o [t &] EEtrarJ
TOV vOwOV];
7rapa3Eea'pEvot
121

Cf. ho'Tav irEpt

A.T.L.,

Etvat

KaTa

ES

KaTa

[Olvmv

E/JtrpOJOEV Tro

apyvpoKo]

rtOV

-KOIrELV TJL fOV [XoE'vOt]d.

XEVKWOaTa

For lines 14-15, however, see J.G., ,J2 91, lines 20-21 (Meritt, Wade-Gery, and McGregor,
, o
A.T.L., Vol. I, D1): JaaptLOecaaoOovKai alroorEora'oYov ra xpE'ama Evavrcov rEs/oX[/]s
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My restoration of line 16 implies that off-standard silver had also been turned
in for exchange, and that the overseers of the mint were to exchange standard silver
for gold just as they had also given it in place of other silver. One is reluctant to
press too far a view which depends so largely on restoration, but it is perhaps legitimate to suggest that the provisions of the decree of 449 B.C. for uniform standards
may not have-been completely effective, and that other measures looking toward the
same goal may have been necessary in 422 B.C.
I hesitate to include in the text a restoration which seemnsto me possible for
/0?XovTat v4uwo-[,.ua KO'TEV hat wAXeg, vep' acv"roKplVeTO he
lines 16-17: [eav 8] aAXXo
that
the Council was prepared to grant some concessions
This
would
imply
.
f6oX]
to special pleading from an ally who wished to escape the strict application of the law
of uniformity. I have no restorations for the later lines, except to note rpai [evro6v]
in lines 19-20 and [Ke]pap,ela (for which I have no explanation) in line 21.
ATHENS AND ARGOS
12. Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found on October 9,
1937, in the wall of a modern house in Section AA.
Height, 0.17 m.; width, 0.065 m.;
thickness, 0.128 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 5026.
The writing is stoichedon, with a horizontal unit of 0.012 m., and a vertical unit
of 0.018 m. The new fragment, in fact,
is part of the inscription now published as
I.G., 12, 96, and makes a join with the right
side of fragments a and b of that document.
By way of changing restorations already offered it is especially significant that
the word aXXot of lines 7 and 14 must be
changed to read AAXosrug,thus increasing
the length of line by three letters. Moree aAXXos
over, if the phrasee AaKeLaLpov&oL
Tr& is to be restored in lines 6-7 in the same
form that is now suggested for line 14, it
will be necessary to add still another letter,
making a total length of line of 76 letters.
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This figure applies only to lines 3 ff., for line 2 is irregularly and rather widely spaced
after its twenty-second letter (the delta of 8'Eoa), and the letters of line 1 are larger,
appearing on the band above the moulding and naming onlv the secretary.
It is possible to calculate from the normal line of 76 letters that the stone must
have had an original width of ca. 76 x 0.012 m. = .912 tn., or perhaps slightly more
to make allowance for margins. 'This, of course, is the approximate width of the
stele proper. Measured along the band and above the moulding, the stone was wider,
probably by about enough to allow two more letters in the heading [.0. ]8opog HoXvthan would have been permitted by the narrower
?
xapog A[
Eypap-trEVE]
across this line can be only approximate, for the
Calculations
width of 0.91.2 m.
letters were not laid out at precise intervals. The sixteen letters still preserved require
about 0.36 m.,- so tentatively one may assume that a width of 0.912 m. would have
permitted forty letters and that the total width perhaps had room for forty-two.
Inasmuch as even the longest restoration of normal form that can be made falls
just short of the computed width,124 I assume tlhat as many letters as possible are to
The
( ?) Eypa,1.arEvEv].
be desired, and restore [J. . ]8opog lloXvXapos 'A[p4trpor7E'Ev
short demotic 'A[xapvEV31suggested in I.G., 12, 96 seems definitely not to be a possibility. At the same time, these calculations make it extremely improbable that the
main text of the inscription below should be restored with a length of line longer
than 76 letters.
Nor can the length of line have been much shorter. Holding to the stoichedon
pattern, and counting the restoration in line 6 between fragments c and a as valid 125
one finds that the last preserved letter (iota) of ['AOE]vat[Qov] in line 13 on the new
Agora fragment is the sixty-seventh letter of its line. A glance at the photograph
above shows that the stone is preserved behind the break to the right of this point
in sufficient quantity to give room at least for several more letters. Within these
limits, therefore, of several more than 67 and not more than 76 one may feel confident that the restorations of lines 6-7 and 14-15 determine definitely the length of
line as given here.
417/6 B.C.
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In lines 3-4 the supplement 6'o'Xos Kat J/3Xa/3-s has been taken from the text of
1.G., I12, 86, line 3. It has already been noted (commentary on I.G., 12, 96) that the
name of the orator is missing from the preamble of this decree. The suggestion,
however, that he was Alkibiades is not necessarily correct. It is true that Alkibiades
was most influential in bringing about the treaty of 420 B.C. between Athens, Argos,
Mantinea, and Elis 126 and it is equally true that his influence was paramount in
effecting the renewal with Argos (our present document) in 416 B.C.,127 though in
neither case is it clear that Alkibiades himself proposed the motion in the assembly.
It would be possible epigraphically, though I believe less probable than the restoration
proposed above, to attribute the motion of this decree to the syngrapheis 128 and to
t Kat
read in lines 3-4: Xo-v[vEypwaxav Ta& hot Xa-vyypa E XOVVOEKag E'va1A'AEvato
'ApyEdois I'E] VrTEKOvTaE7E. The appearance of the prytany of Aiantis both here (line 2)
and in l.G., 12, 302, line 29 (see note 127) leaves no doubt that the decree was passed
in 416 B.C.129
In line 3 the reading of the text in I.G., F2, 96 gives E'1T]E0-Ta'TE. At present the
squeeze shows no trace of either epsilon or sigma here indicated as partially preserved,
nor is any trace of these letters visible in the photograph (not very clear) published
by Walter in Jahreshefte, XVIII, 1915, Beiblatt, p. 88, or in the photograph (excellent) published by Svoronos, Das Athenter Nationalmuseum, III, plate 207, 1.
Ta'TE. There can be no question of the original reading
Our preference is to write EIEo7E-]
on the stone.
In line 4 the first clause of the treaty proper begins with the word IEpL. In the
text of I.G., 12, 96 the suggestion was made that there was here some reference to
I believe it is
-.
the war with Sparta: TErpt[8E r IToXE'I.oTo irpos AaKE&attoviog --preferable to restore the clause which begins with ITEp1 so that it may refer to the
common use and recognition of certain shrines. Furthermore, as the first item of the
- than for VrEpt[8---&.
treaty proper, the restoration calls rather for ITEpt [zE'--V
In the trtuce of 423 B.C. between Athens and Sparta,7" the terms were introduced by
Ep I E'V TOV' LEPOV KaZ -ovi FaVTELOV TOV
a reference to the shrine of Apollo at Delphi: ITEPt
and in the treaty of 421 B.C.13C the fact of the treaty
'Ai-o'AcXvoX -ovr llvOtov ---;
Cf. Thuc., V, 46, 5.
Cf. Thuc., V, 82-84. This treaty was ratified by the Athenians in the prytany of Aiantis
(line 2), which was also the prytany in office when Teisias and Kleomedes received their first grant
of money for the expedition against Melos in the spring of 416 B.C. (Thuc., V, 84, 3; I.G., 12, 302,
lines 29-30, in the text as given by Mleritt in Atheni-an Financial Documents, p. 161).
128Cf. I.G., I2, 22, line 3 = Oliver, T.A.P.A., LXVI, 1935, p. 178: -yo' hot x]ovyypa[LPs
126

127

xUvvEypa4PoaTI.

An earlier attribution to 417/6 by Hiller (note on I.G., 12, 96) was accepted by Geerlings
(Cl. Phil., XXIV, 1929, pp. 239-244) and subsequently refuted by Kolbe (Cl. Phil., XXV, 1930,
pp. 105-116); see also Meritt, Cl. Phil., XXVI, 1931, pp. 70-84.
130
Thuc., IV, 118, 1.
129

131

ThUc., V, 18, 1-2.
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was first stated and then the opening clause took up the question of common sanctuaries with the initial words Ep' zE'v r&v LepWV TCV KOLVCOV.'32
The provision of lines 10-12 seems to be designed to guarantee the financing of
the war. The figure specifying how many talents shall be laid aside each year is, of
course, restored. I think it is clear, however, that the money for the war was to come
from the tribute. The restorations in subsequent lines explain themselves. but because
of the poor state of preservation of the stone they must all be taken as conjectural.
I have not included in the text a tentative sequence in lines 22-24 which is based in
'ApyEio0
e EKEX [Eptav iroteao-Oca aVEV KOLVES yVO1JES
__
part upon von Scala:
8E avavEo.70ac
Kat vTpEof,3eg

TrLS XOrVVOEKaghOpK] ov rov
pEaufev

'AOeva4, h6aov, av

6arp& [ov

o6uo'avTaS

KarT EvlavTov hEKao-rov

p6uoooL]V e

In lines 11, 13, and 17 there

IlavaO[E'vaca ----].

are corrections to be made in the text hitherto published of fragment d. The letter after 4o'po in line
11 seems to have been mu. The last letter preserved
in line 13 was probably lambda. It could have been
kappa or (possibly) a rough breathing only if these
letters were poorly formed. Before this lambda the
stone is damaged, but no restoration except iota can
legitimately be made. The first preserved letter iin
line 17 was upsilon, not kappa.
I.G., J2, 96, Fragment d
I have nothing to add on the text of fragments
(Photograph from Squeeze)
e (lines 28-33) and f (lines 34-39) except to sayI
that the supposed phi of line 37 is an iota and to suggest the restoration [- - ,]xpt
uipov (T&TOV - -] for line 29. Kolbe followed Hiller in reading the numeral
TpLaK [ovra

here as TplaK

[OoLOv],

but he went furtherand suggestedthat it referredto the three

hundred hostages taken by the Athenians from Argos.'34 I should prefer to seek its
parallel in the earlier treaty with Argos, of which this was in a sense a renewal, and
X 6
to read the prototype in Thuc., \V. 47, 6: T'ots8E f3ojO-tV 7
TepIrovo-aITapEXETc)
)f
/VLE

v TsPaKOvKa

}7/.LECpOV(TlTOV - -

I.G., J2 172 has the same lettering as I.G., I2, 96. It has also the same spacing
as the upper lines of I.G., 12, 96, as they appear on fragments a, c, and d. The vertical
spacing of fragment b is closer. In fact, this difference in spacing is so marked that
some scholars once thought fragments a and b, which have since been found to join,
It was doubtless a common practice to mention matters of religious interest in such documents as a first item of business. There is no need to assume more than a formal connection with
the other terms of the alliance. One may note that in I.G., J2, 30, line 9, for example, a hitherto
enigmatic reference to 'ra tp [a'], which appears as the first item in the text, may fall in the same
category and have little organic connection with the rest of the document.
R. von Scala, Die Staatsvertrige des Altertums, p. 83.
134 Thuc., V, 84; cf. Cl. Phil., XXV, 1930, p. 114, note 1.
132
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might not belong to the same inscription.135I have found no place in the text where
fragments e and f can be assigned, nor have I found any place satisfactory for
I.G., I2, 172, with its fifteen lines or more of relatively wide spacing. Very little can
be made of its content, so I hesitate to claim it as part of this text, though this is a
possible association that ought to be kept in mind.'36
THE HIEROPOIOI
13. Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found near the surface
on May 1, 1936, in Section S.
Height, 0.123 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.039 m.
Height of letters, 0.011 m.
Inv. No. I 4103.
The writing is stoichedon, with a horizontal
unit of 0.014 m. and a vertical unit of 0.021 m.
This fragment belongs with I.G., I2, 130, and must
make a join at the upper left corner.137The combined text of the inscription reads as follows:

[---

O]viera[t] r&t l[po&
?
[- -avayp I aOe'vr[o a']pyvp [ iO--TEv UN oi[

[-?]--ta&
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?----]
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-
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--]

@OlE' T[----]
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n-ap]a8ovrov

[---

A~~~~~~~~~~~A

'kreL[oiLa--]
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EK TVEg

[----]
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era

]
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?

]

airr[-----]

apyv'p[tov

--

-]

EtMv

-o-]
EXoa [XetUIrooL
] vvE-Oo [ v - p- PaX/,uas

]
No. 13
(Phntnfranh

135

Cf. von Scala, Staatsvertrdge, p. 82.

frnm

Sauez)

-

136
For documents in the same hand as I.G., I2, 96, see Wade-Gery, B.S.A., XXXIII, p. 135,
and Raubitschek, Hesperia, XII, 1943, P. 27, note 57.
137 The actual test for the join has not yet been made.
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PART OF A I)ECREE
14. Fragment of a very micaceous Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found
on March 16, 1934, among the marble fragments of Section A.
Height, 0.177 m.; width, 0.136 m.;
thickness, 0.078 m.
Height of letters. ca. 0.011 m.
Inv. No. I 1611.
The inscription is stoichedon, with a
horizontal unit of 0.014 m. and a vertical
unit of 0.0155 m. I have no good suggestion for its restoration, and refrain from
giving several dubious ones.
s.

Late Fifth Cent.
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No. 14

A PROPOSAL OF THE COMMISSIONERS
15. Fragnmentof Pentelic marble, broken on all sides but with the smoothdressed back preserved, found on January 23, 1937, in the wall of a modern house
in Section II.
Height of face, 0.108 m.; width of face, 0.138 m.; thickness, 0.093 m.
Height of letters, 0.008 m.
Inv. No. I 4442.
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The writing is stoichedon. with a horizontal unit of 0.012 m. and a vertical
unit of 0.013 m. The stone has been reworked at the top, and there is a later cutting
at the left side.
ca. 410 B.C. (?)

YTOIX.
Td T [Er] a [y/Eva---]

[----

KEp]vKa

r----

E)v]Ovveo-ak.

vacat

fy~~~~

vacat
Lyv6E, rovXa-vyy]pa4Eov ro&heo[----1
?
]ros TOs apXoI[vTaT-?-----E'X]wEvpos lw h[-----]

5[

ov 7rpaTTE
[-----]

[------]
[-------]TaTa

[------]

For the formula in line 4, see I.G.,
12, 109, line 8.138
No. 15
(Photograph from Squeeze)

THE TRIEROPOIOI
16. Fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides but with the
rough-picked back preserved, found on February 10, 1933, in a modern foundation
wall in Section H'.
Height, 0.27 m.; width, 0.35 n.; thickness, 0.125 m.-0.13 m

Height of letters, 0.011 m.
Inv. No. I 419.
The writing is a square stoichedon. Ten lines measured vertically, and ten letters
measured on centers horizontally, each occupy ca. 0.1 37 m. The fragment seems to be
part of the same inscription with I.G., 12, 122, with which it is here combined.
Soon after 410
[.l.
[.
[..
5

[

ITOIX. 46

B.C.

AV.T&0X186
K. ff
.

.?8

.

.

.Tro]v

....-..-....--.--22

]

a[' DavocrOEve...
ro]s
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[.
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v8Lov
] Kat

]
....

]

1.0

r'v 'AOEvai[ov.]
Kat iraa8aq

PV1 avTos

(?)

a'r6]

138Published by Meritt, Wade-Gerv, and McGregor as D9 in A.T.L., Vol. I (1939),

168, 213-214.
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av ho 8Eo I hog ITEpLi7ToXXO
-rA o6O[V 4atvEr]
[at To oE-ayovragKo]TrE'ag[Ka] <Xaptv
a&ro8o6ov
ro XA[ot1ov aC]
&
TO&Ko
hEKa] TOc-TO i- [O]
[EptLo
KoIEag hos\ Eyayov o [LKOQEV 8]
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[OVrOV

10
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K[a

IChot TpCEPOITOLOt E[v'OOv\

rap]

[aXa/36vi0ET rTOj
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The association between the new fragment and I.G., 12, 122 was noted by
Raubitschek, but the relative positions here suggested are subject to confirmation or
rejection when there is opportunity to test the stones in Athens. The restorations
are necessarily conjectuiral,but it is evident (line 18) that the decree praises two men
(dual in line 19) for aid in getting timber for the building of ships (line 8). It is
my assumption that these are the two men named in the inscription, Antiochides (line
1) and Phanosthenes (line 14). Nothing is known of Antiochides, but Phanosthenes
has already been identified as the Andrian who came to Athens ca. 411 B.C., won
Athenian citizenship, and served as general in 407/6.139
It is not necessary to assume that this inscription should be dated in the year of
the generalship; in fact, the verb [e&a] KoVE0-carE[V] in line 19 implies a position of
responsibility less easily definedthan that of general.140But the documentmay belong,
if not in 407/6,141 in one of the years immediately preceding, probably later than
410 B.C. A possible clue to this terminus post quem lies in the enigmatic letters roo-ro,
which seem to end a word in line 8. If one assumes that the relative position of the
stones is correct, then this ending may belong to some form like [hEKa] o0o-7-6,
deon
pending
[r6OKO] and meaning a one percent tax. The feminine form EaroToo-r
appears in the literary sources, with two examples available from the period of the
139 For the career of Phanosthenes see Raubitschek in P. W., R.E., s. v., and for the date of
the generalship see Ferguson, Treasurers of Athena, p. 45, note 1.
140
See, for example, the general applicability of [8taKo]vE[v] in A.T.L., Vol. I, A9, line 40.
141 The same anxiety over the building of ships and supplying of timber appears in the honorary
decree of 407/6 B.C. for Archelaos, I.G., 2, 105. See Meritt, in Classical Studies Presented to
Edward Capps, pp. 246-252.
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Archidamian War.142 The significant fact is that this seems to have been a harbor
tax ([Xen.], Ath. Pol., I, 17) collected not only at the Peiraeus, but by implication
from Aristophanes (Wasps, 658) in many other harbors as well. It existed con-
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temporaneously wviththe payment of tribute by the allies, though when the collection
of tribute was suspended from 414/3 to 411/0 the tax on shipping was set at five
percent143 The fate of the five percent tax after 410 is obscure (Meritt, ic. cit.,
p. 389), but the reading here of [heKa]rocrT6 may indicate that with the resumption
In Aristophanes and Pseudo-Xenophon. Cf. Liddell-Scott-jones, Lexicon, s. v.
Thuc., VII, 28, 4. Cf. Meritt, Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 388-389; Meritt, Wade-Gery,
McGregor, A.T.L., Vol. I, pp. 203, 208.
142
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of tribute in 410/09 the five percent tax had been reduced to its pre-414 level, at least
in the harbors of those allies who also paid the tribute.
is centered and preserved
The stroke given as an uncertain tau in [hEKa]Troo-re
to its full height. It may have been tau or iota; any other letter seems unlikely.

Certainlya form like [Es] KOo-TO would be most improbable.Several other readings
on I.G., I2, 122 ought also to be corrected here:
144

Line 7: PFEAtinstead oi IAX. The top horizontal strokes of P and E are missing.
Line 8: 10O:TOIinsteadof IO TO. The first and last letters may have been tau,
but the upper horizontal strokes are no longer preserved.
[v] of I.G., 12, 122 is a typographical error
Line 12: The reading TEraTyaUEVE
for reraypEd[VEV].
PAI. The stroke which has been read as part of
Line 18: OPAI instead of XOO
I
the same word here as in line 3, but episuspect
X does not belong to a letter.
graphically [bp] opa&is just as satisfactory as [X]opat.
Line 20: PPOUA/ instead of PIPOEA. The left stroke of the gamma can be
traced.
Line 21: KlE:*I instead of YL.E*K.
Line 22: LL10 instead of 1W0. The spacing of the first letter shows it to be
lambda rather than iota. The bottom stroke is missing.
The surface of the new fragment is very friable, and one or two letters have
been lost since it was first discovered. My own notes, as well as those of Thompson
(who found the stone) show more than is now visible at the end of line 1. In addition
I have recorded in line 5, after Kac, a lower left vertical stroke as of K, N, r, etc.
Inasmuch as stelai of this type were normally from four to five times as wide as
they were thick,"45the thickness of 0.13 m. implies a width of approximately 0.60 m.
The estimate cannot be precise, but evidently there was room for a line of about 45
letters. The restorations given above call for 46 letters on each line.
A PROXENY DECREE
17. Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, but with the back
apparently preserved, found on March 8, 1938, in Section AA.
Height, 0.156 m.; width of face, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.058 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 5296.
References by line are to the text as given above.
In Cl. Phil., XXXVII, 1942, p. 324, Dow gives normal proportions of thickness to width
to height as one to four-and-a-half to nine.
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The writing is stoichedon. with a horizontal unit of 0.015 m. and a vertical unit
of 0.014 m. The few words that can be made out in the text suggest that this was
an honorary decree: [lTp]6yX[o-]Ev[ov] in line 5, [EL]oEt8[E'] in line 6, and [L]owF[v]
in line 7. It is possible to use I.G., 12, 118 as a convenient guide to restoration and
thus secure a tentative text with 28 letters in each line.
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The name of the secretary may have been, e.g., [11ar] aLK [oS]. There are numerous other possibilities, for the letter here interpreted as kappa may equally well
have been nu, pi, or rho. The appearance in line 3 of a word which I believe should
be restored as a demotic indicates a date for the text near the end of the fifth century.
Furthermore if the name of the epistates was given with its demotic the name of the
secretary ought also to have been so recorded. But the use of Attic letters probably
excludes a date later than 407/6.146
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
146 See the comment on these criteria for dating in Harvard Studies in
Classical Philology,
Supplementary Vol. I (1940), pp. 249-250.

